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From the President

Kingdom Leadership
By Mark R. Rushdoony

E

ach of the synoptic
gospels (Matthew,
Mark, and Luke) records a private exchange
between Jesus and the
disciples. It began with
a question for which the disciples have
often been criticized. In Matthew 18:1
the disciples asked Jesus, “Who is the
greatest in the kingdom of heaven?”
Part of the problem we have in
understanding Scripture is that we read
and discuss it in small snippets, often
dividing a single discourse or account
into multiple parts. Each part is then
treated as a distinct morality tale. In
order to create separate, single-themed
moral lessons, it is often necessary to
not only over-simplify the Word itself,
but to characterize the context in order
to match the presumed moral lesson.
One of the ways this is done is to read
motives into the story which we can
then condemn as sinful. If that ascribed
motive is incorrect, however, we have
missed the point of the account altogether.
The word for great in Matthew 18:1
can imply a literal or figurative meaning. It can refer to size but here it likely
refers to age, figuratively then, an elder,
or leader. Many commentators see
this question as prideful. It is noteworthy that Jesus never reprimanded the
disciples for the question. If pride was
the motive for the question, then we
can understand the teaching on humility, but Jesus specifically addresses
the question of both greatness in the
Kingdom (Matt. 18:4) and leadership
(by the analogy of the shepherd in Matt.
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18:11–13), indicating the legitimacy of
the question.
A “Good Question”?
Why might the disciples bring up
the issue of greatness or leadership in
the Kingdom? Assuming pride and selfexaltation was the motive neglects the
context that Matthew himself gives: Jesus had just spoken of His death (Matt.
17:22–23). Previously, He had Himself
spoken of the greatness of those in the
Kingdom (Matt. 11:11) and noted there
would be those who were both great in
it as well as least based on their regard
for His law (Matt. 5:19).
The disciples could not ignore
Christ’s reference to His death. It was
not prideful to wonder how they were
to operate without the Lord, and Jesus
never reprimanded them for the question. The disciples did not understand
something important and asked the
Lord. The exact nature of the Kingdom
was not clear; they probably assumed a
civil manifestation, with some form of a
political structure. If Jesus was not going
to be there as the king, it was logical to
ask: “Who will be in charge? If it is us,
what will the organizational flow chart
look like?”
Rabbinical Views of the Kingdom
It is important to remember that all
Jews believed in a messianic Kingdom.
The rabbinical writings had speculated
on the nature of that Kingdom. They
often focused on the material blessings
and prosperity of a revived Jewish state,
but the certainty of a Kingdom was not
questioned.
The rabbinical teachings also

included a system of rank in the
Kingdom, which is not hard to understand given the elevation of religious
orders over the common people. Alfred
Edersheim noted that one rabbinical
example compared God’s favorites to
spoiled children who could get anything
they wanted from Him merely by asking. Another rabbinical story Edersheim
relates concerned a rabbi who prayed
for the sick child of another rabbi.
When the child revived, the father of
the healed child told his wife not to
consider the praying rabbi as any greater
than he, because the praying rabbi was
like a servant of God whose immediate
access gave him more opportunities to
ask, whereas he was, as a lord, without
such opportunity.1
If it was not the rabbinical views
that were their frame of reference, then
the analogy of a Kingdom itself conveyed a structure and chain of command. Without Jesus, how would that
leadership, even among the disciples,
look? It was an obvious question, and
the answer about service and servanthood did speak to the nature of leadership (different than the religious leadership they knew).
Mark adds a detail of interest. This
question was discussed by the disciples
as they traveled (Matt. 9:33ff.). Again,
they were not reprimanded, as if their
conversation had been inappropriate in
any way. Mark says that Jesus sat down
and called the twelve around Him, then
explained, “If any man desire to be first,
the same shall be last of all, and servant
of all.”
All three of the synoptic gospels
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record what Jesus then did. He set a
small child amongst their small group.
Matthew then quotes Jesus as saying, in
part,
Verily I say unto you, Except ye
be converted, and become as little
children, ye shall not enter into the
kingdom of heaven. Whosoever
therefore shall humble himself as
this little child, the same is greatest
in the kingdom of heaven. (Matt.
18:3–4)
The conversion here spoken of is not
that religious conversion for which we
use the term, but rather the core meaning of conversion, which is a turning
around, a reversal. Jesus was saying they
had to completely change their thinking
about the Kingdom itself. And, regarding “greatness,” or eldership, a humbling
was necessary. The humbling was not
primarily contrasted to a demeanor of
pride Jesus saw in the disciples, however,
but from the existing example of religious leadership to that of a new model
for the Kingdom of God.
All the examples of religious
leadership then known represented an
ostentatious formality, an expectation
of deference. All the religious orders
dressed distinctively, they were known
to all from a distance. Jesus was telling
the disciples to change their thinking
about leadership.
Sitting on the ground is perfectly
normal for a child. They do not have
any ideas about forms or being shown
deference, such as being given preferred
seats (compare Luke 14:7–11). He then
went beyond using the child as an illustration of the demeanor of leadership
and used him as a directive of behavior:
And whoso shall receive one such
little child in my name receiveth
me. But whoso shall offend one of
these little ones which believe in
me, it were better for him that a
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All the examples of religious
leadership then known
represented an ostentatious
formality, an expectation of
deference. All the religious
orders dressed distinctively,
they were known to all from
a distance. Jesus was telling
the disciples to change their
thinking about leadership.
millstone were hanged around his
neck, and that he were drowned
in the depth of the sea. (Matt.
18:5–6)
To receive meant literally to “take
by the hand,” which implies a helpfulness in any number of ways. To offend
can mean to cause to sin or fall away or
to distrust those they should be able to
trust. This refers to children, of course,
but includes all the “little ones” in the
ecclesia, all who are part of the Kingdom. The primary context is the leaders
of the church who, having completely
changed their conception of leadership,
were willing to take others by the hand
and help them wherever necessary. The
great offense is taking advantage of that
position of service. The millstone was
not a Biblical punishment but a particularly harsh Greek penalty that is used to
convey the harshness of judgment on
those who abuse their position in the
church. As such it is a warning against
the antinomian readiness to “forgive and
forget” abuses by the clergy in the name
of love.
Get off Your High Horse
Jesus used another illustration of
leadership, one more familiar to the
disciples, that of the shepherd caring for
his flock (Matt. 18:11–14). The analogy
is of a shepherd searching out a single
lost sheep. A solitary sheep is not only

an easy target for predators; it can die
from the panic of finding itself alone.
Failure to go help a wayward member
of the flock was to abandon it to a likely
death.
My father witnessed the contempt
of cattlemen for both sheep and sheepherding while living in a remote area
of Nevada in the 1940s and 50s. The
Indians took to cattle ranching because
it involved herding cows by horse. The
cattleman was aloof from the herd,
could leave it when necessary, and merely had to move the herd mounted on a
horse as needed. The shepherd worked
on foot and had to live very close to his
sheep, often handling them to doctor
or birth them. It was a round-the-clock
job; the sheep were wholly dependent
on the work ethic of the shepherd. The
lanolin in the wool attracted dirt, so
the shepherd was covered in a greasy
film not unlike that which accumulates
on a stove top or hood. The shepherd
smelled like his sheep and was held in
contempt by the cattlemen. A standing
indictment of a cattleman to a misbehaving boy was the claim that he would
never amount to more than a lowdown
sheepherder. Cattlemen act as lords over
their herds, while shepherds had to live
amongst their flock and get dirty. This
was the difference Jesus spoke of. If He
was speaking to Western ranchers, He
might have said, “Don’t be like the religious leaders you see; get down off your
high horse and help the people of God
like a shepherd.”
John’s Realization
John obviously realized Jesus was
talking about offending more than
children. He brought up something that
had recently occurred (Mark 9:38, cf.
Luke 9:49). John related that he and
other disciples had reprimanded a man
for casting out demons in the name of
Jesus. John obviously was concerned
that he had offended this man. Jesus
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confirmed this conviction by saying they
ought not to have done so because “he
that is not against us, is for us.”
That is the only rebuke of the Lord
in this account, and John invited it by
questioning his own recent behavior.
What John questioned was not his
demeanor (proud or humble) but his
behavior, whether he had “lorded” it
over this man and offended him by an
improper assertion of authority and
jurisdiction.
Faith and Action
Throughout the prophets, when
Israel and Judah devolved into blatant
idolatry, the charges against them were
largely two-fold: apostasy for having
violated the covenant, and disobedience,
the measure of abandoning the covenant. Obedience, not theology, was the
reoccurring demand. Too many Christians emphasize theology for the wrong
reason. They want to discuss it endlessly
with others who do so, or to point out
the errors in the theology of others.
Theology, in its plainest meaning, is
“God words,” and our understanding of
God is never to be primarily academic
or used as a polemic but should be the
basis for sanctification, a growth in grace
which is characterized by obedience to
God’s Word. John’s reaction was not his
understanding of what Jesus said, but
whether his actions had violated those
command words.
“The Matthew 18 Principle”
It was out of this discussion of
a leadership that more resembled a
shepherd getting down and helping his
flock in very practical matters that Jesus
brought forth what is often referred to
as “the Matthew 18 principle” or just as
“Matthew 18.” Unfortunately, it is often
referred to in a vacuum, transcending
all other factors. But God’s Word to us
is meant to be practical, not abstract,
which is why Jesus used such concrete
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examples as a child and a shepherd.
It is one thing to say humble
yourselves and serve others, even the
weakest. That is a reference to our own
behavior. But what if those brothers
are not very easy to serve? What if that
person, in fact, creates a problem? How
do you get through that?
The reference of Matthew 18:15 is
to a brother who “trespasses” against us.
That word is hamartia, which means
a missing of the mark. It refers to a
personal offense against you, not a sin
against God, so it does not refer to a
crime against God’s law such as murder
or theft.
A few years ago, a woman at a
Christian college accused a man of rape.
She was ordered by the school to forgive
him because he was repentant. “Matthew 18” was specifically invoked, and
she was threatened with discipline if she
refused to forgive and drop the charge.
Those were the only options offered
her by the school. This type of misuse
of Matthew 18 is, unfortunately, very
common. In reality, the bullying of this
woman was a blatant example of the
misuse of power that all of Matthew 18
addresses. The resolution process Jesus
outlines was meant to address personal
problems with others in the family of
God, not to negate the justice of God.
The model of leadership in the
church of our Lord’s day was a false
one. On another occasion Jesus would
describe those men as locked out of the
Kingdom of God (Luke 13:24–30). To
follow their model was to follow error.
The leaders of the church would be
those who took others by the hand, who
got off their high horse and cared for the
flock, even if it meant acquiring some of
the unpleasant dirt and stink of real-life
problems.
1. Alfred Edersheim, The Life and Times of
Jesus the Messiah. Book IV, Chapter III.
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From the Editor

Jean-Marc Berthoud’s In Defense of God’s Law1
Reviewed by Martin G. Selbrede

T

he Preface that
the late Pierre
Courthial wrote for
Jean-Marc Berthoud’s
book In Defense of God’s
Law sets the tone for the
entire work. The following section from
that Preface bears repeating here for our
purposes:
… The Word of God, from the beginning of Genesis to the end of Revelation, is inseparably Law-Word and
Gospel-Word. Like the Gospel, the
Law reveals to us the holiness of God
together with His mercy, and the grace
of God together with His justice.
The Pharisees loved to esteem themselves servants of the Law—which they
twisted to their own ends, and to which
they added or substituted their human
traditions—to the detriment of the
Gospel which they destroyed. Similarly,
[today’s] Antinomians push forward
the Gospel—which they diminish and
“superficialize” under pretext of exalting
it—to the detriment of the Law which
they obscure …
The Law of God is revealed as much
in the New Testament as in the Old,
and is pertinent to every sphere of life:
personal, conjugal, familial, social,
economic, scientific, political, etc. Yet,
in our day, it is derided, ridiculed, and
discarded even by that institution which
God has set up to be the “pillar and
buttress of the truth,” even by those
whom God calls to be the “salt of the
earth” and the “light of the world!” In
the following pages, Jean-Marc Berthoud equips us with Biblical, Christian
principles for regaining, teaching, and
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Jean-Marc Berthoud at the Pierre Viret fountain in Lausanne, Switzerland

putting into practice this Law, which
God has given in order that we may
walk in it.

Berthoud’s work is divided into
two major sections, Foundations and
Battles, and concludes with four helpful appendices, the most remarkable of
which surveys J. Gresham Machen’s The
Majesty of God’s Law. We’ll dive into the
Foundations section first.
Foundations
The first part of Berthoud’s book is
divided into nineteen chapters, the bulk
of which address common criticisms
and misunderstandings concerning the
law of God from a Biblical perspective. All major objections to anchoring
Christian ethics upon the law of God
are dealt with in considerable depth.

While the chapters putting forth an
apologetic for the law against various
popular critiques dominate this section, they are interwoven with chapters
setting forth a positive exposition of
the law. The latter include compelling
examinations of Psalm 119 (“a hymn to
the Law of God”), the law of God as a
figure of Christ, and the proper use of
the law in the Christian life. Two of the
Foundations chapters focus on practical
considerations, the second of which is
addressed to pastors.
“The simple fact that God enjoins
us to love Him and to love our neighbor should cause us to understand the
impossibility of separating love for God
from His commandments, or of separating love for our neighbor from the
divine law that requires it.” Of course,
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God’s law doesn’t put this love into our
hearts, and Berthoud cites Romans 5:5
to dispel that misconception. In other
words, the author takes pains to show
the damage wrought in the Christian
life by separating love from obedience
to God’s law, while protecting against
the opposite error of artificially erasing
the distinction between them (which
implicitly evicts the Holy Spirit from
the sanctification process). Love and
obedience go hand in hand in the same
sense as righteousness and peace have
kissed one another (Ps. 85:10).
In dealing with John 1:17, Berthoud points out the fallacy of pitting
Christ against the law. The text in the
ESV reads, “For the law was given
through Moses; grace and truth came
through Jesus Christ.” Berthoud’s comment is on the mark:
Nothing in this text implies opposition
between Law and Truth, nor between
Moses and Jesus Christ, and furthermore, not between law and grace. A
development in revelation and in the efficacy of grace does not imply any contradiction or opposition. Moreover, this
is admirably proved by Scripture when
the apostle Paul affirms that the law is
nothing else than “the embodiment of
knowledge and truth” (Rom. 2:20).

The supposed opposition of the law
to grace and truth is wholly manufactured by the antinomian critic. Some
scholars have further pointed out that,
grammatically considered, the contrast
in John 1:17 isn’t even between law and
grace and truth: John’s text is rather concerned with how these things came to
us from God. The law of God was given
through Moses while grace and truth
came in the actual person of Christ.
This is echoed in Hebrews 3:5–6 where
Moses stands as a servant while Christ
stands as a son.
Berthoud is concerned to set forth
“the unity of God’s commandments and
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Word” by both positive exposition and
by confrontation of time-worn objections that still persist into the present
day. Perhaps some of his most potent
contributions in this regard involve his
analysis of Psalm 119, where he finds
this unity repeatedly expressed throughout the longest member of the Psalter.
Modern abuse of the terms “legalism” and “spiritualism” (terms which
“do not even appear in Scripture”) can
be dangerous if we end up denigrating the law of God in the process or
deprecating the Holy Spirit’s role in the
Christian’s life. What Scripture actually condemns are “the carnal thoughts
and sinful actions of men who, in their
weakness … cannot even begin to
conform their lives to the requirements
of God’s law.” The fact that obedience
is never in our own strength is made
explicit by Berthoud: “To try and accomplish the Law without the Spirit
who has given us this Law is nothing
but a vain, futile effort.” But Berthoud
immediately heads off any antinomian
implication: “To imagine that a spiritual
life [can] dispense with conformity to
God’s Law is nothing but a deadly illusion of the flesh.”
When time comes to deal with John
Calvin’s apparent disdain for applying
God’s law, Jean-Marc Berthoud spares
no words:
It is remarkable that, contrary to his
habit, Calvin did not bring any Biblical
proof to a very important declaration.
Upon this exact point, the comparably
eminent reformers Martin Bucer and
Pierre Viret, do not share this opinion
of their Genevan colleague. For them,
the whole law, properly understood,
constitutes the foundation not only of
that which we call “morality,” but also
of judicial law itself. This is, likewise,
the opinion of the Puritan founders of
New England.

The source documentation behind these specific claims, which the

author presents in his footnotes, is well
thought-out and to the point. If Calvin
is on this point not a suitable guide,
Berthoud is not afraid to speak plainly
and align himself with the Reformers on
the other side of the question.
Particularly valuable is the author’s
articulation of thirteen key practical
points regarding contemporary application of God’s law, a tabulation that is
comprehensive and morally satisfying.
He appends to his list an important
caveat: “It must be added here that judicial power cannot judge any but public
infractions of the law.” He explains why
this is the case, setting forth in detail a
powerful antidote to modern humanistic law’s tendency of late to aspire to the
punishment of thought crimes.
An exploration of the psychological
aspects of God’s law, even as it pertains to the unbeliever, opens up vistas
normally not explored by theologians.
This discussion occupies the eleventh
section of Berthoud’s Foundations under
the title “God’s Law and Man’s Conscience.” The soteriological limitations
of God’s law are laid bare lest any be
tempted to use the law unlawfully, since
by works of the law shall no flesh be
justified, for “consciousness of the law of
God … is in itself entirely incapable of
leading [any] to salvation.” Man must
be regenerated: legislation isn’t sufficient, supernatural power is required.
The next three sections of Foundations deal with important aspects of the
Ten Commandments, while the final
five sections (where the meat of the
book resides) go into depth articulating
the place of works in the Christian life,
the proper use of the law of God, etc.,
ending with an address delivered to a
group of pastors concerning practical
questions relating to Christian ethics.
(I’ve essentially reproduced Berthoud’s
section titles in the foregoing description. What this pencil-sketch summary
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fails to convey is the victory orientation
in these chapters that emerges when
God’s law is put back on the table and
properly applied, so that we again can
see how Christ “leads justice to victory,”
(Matt. 12:20).
Now that we’ve laid suitably robust
foundations, we’re ready to ride into
battle armed with the truth … and this
is precisely what Berthoud does in the
next section of his book.
Battles
In the second part of Berthoud’s
book, he deals directly with polemics:
the debate over God’s law. Two of the
six chapters in this section delve deeply
into the question of bioethics, an area in
which Berthoud is a particularly reliable
guide. The others deal with the historic
contours of the debate over theonomic
ethics, what is at stake Biblically when
this debate veers in the wrong direction,
and chapters dealing with individual
opponents of God’s law. One can already
smell the heat of battle in the name of
some of these chapters: “A theological
fraud: La morale selon Calvin (Morality
According to Calvin) by Eric Fuchs” and
“Jacques Ellul and the irreconcilable clash
of ideas between Marx and Calvin.”
We enter the battlefield with section twenty of the book, “Ancient and
modern opposition against the Law of
God” and then on to the consequences
thereof in section twenty-one, “The
imperiled Biblical foundations of morality and law.” Once opposition to God’s
law gains a foothold, alien law structures
and moral frameworks (so-called) rush
in to fill the vacuum created when God
is dethroned as Lawgiver (Isa. 33:22),
and it is right to draw attention to “imperiled foundations,” because great will
be the fall of the house when the foundations give way. As the psalmist cries
out, “If the foundations be destroyed,
what can the righteous do?” (Ps. 11:3).
If Battles occupies half the length of
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Berthoud’s book, it is because we have
been thrust into a battle, one occasioned
by wholesale forfeit and default by
Christians over the ages. We have richly
earned our “public insignificance” by
way of capitulation, which is one of the
“distinguishing characteristics in our
age,” to use Berthoud’s language. So
we must eject the giants from the land,
who will not easily give up ground in
the name of the antinomianism they’ve
labored to justify from their tendentious
readings of Scripture. We must wrestle
with the Word of God, and Berthoud
does not disappoint as a first-rank
polemicist and apologist for the divine
statutes and ordinances.
The author pulls no punches. In
the very first paragraph of Battles, he
declares antinomianism to be “just
another form of liberal theology,” whose
defenders “are actually neo-modernists”
(whether consciously so or not). “The
royal sovereignty of God has largely
been done away with in today’s church,
for His Law is trampled upon, and
viewed with contempt.”
The supposed prooftexts in support of antinomian teaching are walked
through systematically, each receiving
due attention, often leading to unexpected insights (e.g., Berthoud’s understanding of “shadow” is actually more
defensible than modern misconceptions
of the idea, to cite just one instance).
He poses Biblical liberty against the false
liberty proclaimed in the name of those
who pit grace against law. The logic in
his expositions is solid, forming a bulwark against the disputer of this age.
That we’re facing a rebirth of Marcion’s views of the Old Testament (or
even parts of the New Testament that
smell too much like the Old Testament)
is a fact that Berthoud examines closely.
The reader is better able to understand
the strategy behind Marcion’s positions,
a strategy that is laid bare to make it

easier to grasp. Today’s modern Marcions sing a very similar tune, differing
in details but motivated by the same
impulse: to open the door for man to
become his own legislator.
After surveying Agricola, Freud,
and Marx, this study turns to antinomian thinking that wears the robes of
Christianity (which the author holds is a
pretense, pure and simple). In considering Emil Brunner, Berthoud exposes the
underlying motive driving such thinking:
Under orthodox and evangelical appearances and auspices, one comes to give
a teaching completely different from
that really contained in the Scriptures.
An existentialist spiritualism replaces
the objective, moral teaching of the
Scripture.

How heated (and arguably irrational) antinomians can become is
exemplified in the September 1984 issue
of La Vie spirituelle where the various
streams of argument coalesce into a
Babel of confusion.
For it turns out that antinomianism doesn’t just oppose the law of God,
it substitutes something else for the law.
The offense of the law is its “exact and
conceptually intelligible norms.” The
proffered substitutes open wide the door
to a stunning range of conduct on the
slimmest of exegetical bases.
Dispensationalism, not surprisingly,
comes in for sustained examination
(here Berthoud quotes Lewis Sperry
Chafer, Rene Pache, and H.E. Alexander; he is in process of preparing a massive analysis of Darby’s contribution to
the systematic undercutting of Christendom, which will be published separately
from this volume). Berthoud identifies
R. J. Rushdoony as one whose response
to dispensationalism set the proper
Biblical orientation to the matter, not
to mention his citations of J. Gresham
Machen, O. T. Allis, and Philip Mauro.
At bottom, Berthoud attributes
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the “weakness of God’s church” to
such antinomian thinking, and establishes this point by way of an extended
historical analysis that is as broad as it
is deep. Why was the church so culturally significant prior to the advent of
systematic antinomianism? The author
helps us sift through the complexities of
that issue. How was the church stronger
under the teaching of, say, a Pierre Viret
than under our current slate of guides?
These are questions that are plumbed to
their depths in this volume.
Diagnosis of an illness is the prelude
to curing it, so the author comes to ask,
“How has it come to this?” in respect
to the “continual withering” that has
marked Christian influence since “the
end of the 17th century.” The causes
are several, which are unpacked in detail
under the headings of philosophical
errors (particularly Cartesianism) and
moral errors. All such dualistic thinking
saps the faith of her strength and moral
foundations.
The American reader is then allowed to gain a deeper appreciation for
currents of thoughts on the Continent
as Berthoud walks through significant
figures in the French-speaking world.
Among these are Jacques Ellul, Erich
Fuchs (whom Berthoud accuses of theological fraud), Olivier Abel, and JeanMarc Thévoz. These battles are “close
to home” for Berthoud and it is thus
proper that they occupy his attention as
he depicts the contours of the controversial issues being fought over. We
must come to recognize that not every
fight is centered on a specific American
seminary, for our built-in provincialism fails to account for the worldwide
aspects of Christendom’s war for the
nations. Awareness of how such debates
were conducted in Europe can only be
of value when it comes time for us to
pursue copycat enemies on this side of
the Atlantic.
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The final section (before the appendices) goes into additional detail
on bioethical issues (first broached at
length in the previous section’s detailed
examination of Abel and Thévoz) and is
something of a tour de force in respect
to how bioethics is to be shaped by the
application of God’s law. Laid out as a
series of numbered theses, this section
amounts to a stand-alone manifesto
premised on the Biblical doctrine of
creation and the abiding validity of the
law of God. While brief, its ten key
points summarize the issues at stake
with exceptional clarity.
The Appendices
Three of the four appendices that
conclude Berthoud’s work deal with
specific individuals who bring a positive
orientation to the question of God’s law
for today: J. Gresham Machen’s “The
Majesty of God’s Law” from 1937,
Philip Mauro’s “The Law and the Gospel,” and Robert L. Dabney on “The
Law.” Regarding the latter (extracted
from Dabney’s Lectures in Systematic
Theology), Berthoud observes that earlier
systematic treatises were marked by the
presence of a section concerning God’s
law (e.g., Calvin and Viret in 1564,
Turretin in 1679) whereas this locus
is absent in modern systematics (e.g.,
John Owen, Charles Hodge, Herman Bavinck, Louis Berkhof, Herman
Hoeksema, or Gordon Spykman).
Dabney did cover the question of God’s
law, however, as did twentieth-century
theologian R. J. Rushdoony in his Systematic Theology. The consequences of
the studied omission of God’s law from
the work of systematic theologians have
been serious ones: these are omissions
for which we’ve paid a very high price
in the loss of both spiritual and cultural
capital. If “the entering in of Thy word
bringeth light,” then the modern church
has for several centuries been purveying
considerable darkness in forgetfulness of

her true calling.
Berthoud’s book concludes with an
extensive bibliography concerning the
law of God, a listing which amounts to
an important resource in its own right
by covering works unfamiliar to English
speaking audiences.
Conclusion
We heartily commend this new
work by Jean-Marc Berthoud to the
serious student of God’s Word. It is
timely, well-written, thoroughly-documented, and compelling. It is always a
joy to make acquaintance with a skilled
theologian with a large base of Biblical and cultural knowledge and deep
historical roots going back to the Swiss
Reformation itself. Dr. Harold O. J.
Brown’s assessment of Berthoud confirms as much: “That man [Jean-Marc]
knows more than the two of us [Harold
O. J. Brown and Dr. Douglas Kelly] put
together.” Small wonder that Christians
are taking notice of Berthoud’s work as
more of it appears in English.
While the issues being covered in
this volume may seem familiar to the
seasoned reader, the approach taken by
the author is often unique and insightful. The exhortation to appropriate
action, geared toward recovering the
glorious foundations that had been left
to rot under the influence of antinomian
deprecation of much of Scripture, is one
that all Christians need to give ear to and
to heed. This volume upholds a bright
burning torch, one that sheds Biblical
light upon our full calling under God, for
which all of us shall be held accountable
before His throne, for to whom much is
given, much shall be required.
1. Review based on copy of the English
translation of Jean-Marc Berthoud, Apologie
pour la Loi de Dieu, provided in advance of
publication by Zurich Publishing in 2018 or
2019. The translation has yet to be typeset
and paginated, which is why citations lack
page numbers.
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Feature Article

A Modern Swiss Reformer:
The Life of Jean-Marc Berthoud
Didier Erne

I

t is hard to describe
Jean-Marc Berthoud,
because his prolific and
wide-ranging work of
more than twenty books
was done outside an
official ministry or a professorship at a
seminary, and he is not a professional
writer living off the sale of his books
and giving conferences. Most of his
working life he was a porter in the train
station in the French-speaking part of
Switzerland, and then a postal worker in
a warehouse, but in the end, it was this
separation from academia that enabled
Jean-Marc to think deeply and independently on matters of vital importance to
the life of the church. As a consequence,
his books are unique in their sense of
scope, having been written in response
to various attacks on the church.
As a young man, I became nostalgic
for the great witness of the Reformation
when I thought about the cause of the
gospel in Switzerland. “Is there nothing left of this spirit of spiritual warfare
in my fatherland?” I asked myself.
So, when I first met Jean-Marc in his
bookshop in Lausanne more than ten
years ago, I had no idea that God was
continuing to preserve a faithful witness
through the ministry of this remarkable
man. The more I talked to him and
read his books, the more I discovered
the same passion as there was in Calvin,
Zwingli, or Bullinger, brought into a
modern context.
When God works to build up and
strengthen His church, He takes time
to make His servants ready. God often
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“His ministry was the strengthening of the church by resisting
all evil wherever it was found,
and the rebuilding of a sane
Christian culture, a culture
grounded in absolute reality.”

starts preparing someone long before
he knows the nature of his ministry.
Humanly speaking, the Reformation
was the result of men who fought fierce
personal battles and achieved solid
scholarship in Biblical studies. In the
case of Jean-Marc, he first had to go
through a painful experience.
Family and Early Years
Jean-Marc was born in South Africa
in 1939 into the missionary family of
Alexandre and Madeleine Berthoud,
originally from Neuchâtel in Frenchspeaking Switzerland. He was the third
of five children, and at the time of his
birth his parents were leading a ministry
in a village about three hundred miles
south of Johannesburg.
Jean-Marc’s mother was a godly
lady, the daughter of missionaries. His
father, the son of a Salvation Army
officer, was a devout minister. In the
missionary station, for instance, he was
director of the hospital and the small
printing house. He organized funds for
the mission in addition to his ordinary
ministry of preaching. He was full of
zeal for God’s work, but his devotion to

his many duties unfortunately ruined
his health and caused his untimely death
in 1962 at the age of fifty-seven.
From his earliest days therefore,
Jean-Marc saw what it meant to serve
Christ. The faith of his parents was lived
out through dedication to practical service, which left a lasting impression on
his life. He saw that serving God came
with a cost, such as leaving the comfort
of Switzerland for missionary work in
Africa, but this work was always done
with joy.
He deeply respected his father, but
in his early twenties he rebelled against
the faith of his parents. It was a rebellion of indifference to God, but in
God’s providence this rebellion served to
prepare him for the work he eventually
had to do.
Academic Career
and Return to Europe
Academically speaking, Jean-Marc
did very well. At the high school level,
he was two years ahead of his peers.
He graduated at age sixteen and at age
twenty finished the equivalent of a bachelor’s degree at the university in South
Africa. His academic brilliance earned
him a scholarship to the University of
Paris, Sorbonne, to study history.
Sadly, with academic success came
pride as well. Leaving rural South
Africa, he reveled in the cultured life of
the prestigious center of Europe. At that
time, he felt morally and intellectually
superior to the common man.
Even though Paris seemed to fulfill
his yearning for culture, he discovered
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the corruption within. The Janus face of
Europe was made unequivocally clear to
him when he studied the colonial history of the Congo basin under Belgian
King Leopold II from 1880 to 1914 for
his doctoral thesis. It has been estimated
that around five million natives were
killed as a direct result of Leopold’s
greed and lust for power. “How could
a Christian culture come to that?” was
the perplexing question that Jean-Marc
asked himself.
In a desperate attempt to understand this, he widened his initial
research from a historical approach to
include economic, ethical, and sociological aspects. His thesis derailed, and
he returned to Switzerland in a troubled
state of mind.
Salvation from Utter Nothingness
Back in Switzerland, he worked as
a teacher in a high school to make ends
meet because his South African diplomas were not recognized. His doctoral
studies had destabilized him because he
had found no answers to his most pressing questions.
It seemed to him that there were
two civilizations in Europe: one of true
being (the reality) and the other of mere
appearance (the façade). The civilization
that he so much admired—the one he
found in Paris—had created a revulsion in him because it was ultimately an
attractive veneer over a morally corrupt
heart. This insight into the hollowness
of a culture that expels God from its
thinking was the motivation for his later
apologetic work.
Though he longed for a simple life
connected to reality, his pride didn’t yet
allow him to acknowledge the necessity
of the Bible for forming a society with
true substance. In his desperation to
make sense of life in a secular framework, he continued to live a life void of
any meaning, apart from the passion of
his emotions.
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God finally intervened on a Sunday
afternoon in 1965, when He revealed
to Jean-Marc his true state. Waiting for
a train in Neuchâtel, Jean-Marc suddenly felt his utter personal nothingness.
It was not anything from the outside
that triggered this, but physically and
emotionally he felt like he ceased to
exist. “I’m undone,” he said to his then
girlfriend, who stared at him.
Back in his apartment, he read the
following sentence in Calvin’s Treatise
Concerning Scandals: “Whoever in
distress cries out to God, God will in no
way forsake him.” Having abandoned
the faith of his childhood, he prayed,
“God, if you really exist, reveal yourself
to me.” He realized—as Pascal had long
before—that he had nothing to lose if
there was no God and everything to
gain if there was.
A Slow Progression to the Light
This prayer did not result in his
immediate return to normalcy. His
thoughts in turmoil, he abandoned his
dreams for a doctorate as he was unable
to concentrate or to read for more than
fifteen minutes at a time. As a consequence of this state of mind, he lost his
job as teacher.
Unable to do intellectual work, he
found a job as a gardener. Manual work
was the best therapy for a troubled mind
and so he worked as a gardener for five
years. During this time he was able to
think, to pray, and to read without the
pressure he had felt as a student. He also
learned to bear humiliation. Early on he
came into contact with L’Abri and Francis Schaeffer, but in the end it was the
abiding care of a French minister which
helped bring him back to the faith.
During this time of hardship, God
blessed him with a growing love for
learning and truth. Working with his
hands left his brain free to study good
solid literature. Visiting Jean-Marc
today, you would find a man with an

apartment full of books. God blessed
him also with a wonderful wife, RoseMarie, a Christian nurse with many
artistic talents who was the daughter of
missionaries.
The beneficial effect of good
manual work and the moral support of
a loving wife and five believing children
gave him the stability of mind to start
fighting for the truth to which he had
returned—and what a fight it was!
A Life of Service Begins
With the beginning of Jean-Marc’s
marriage, a desire to do apologetic work
started. In 1971, he became aware of
the legalization of abortion in his home
region of Neuchâtel. In reaction to this
he wrote a letter to the local newspaper
pointing out the cruelty of abortion.
He was disturbed by the silence of Swiss
churches on this issue, and in the hope
of stirring up a response he sent two
hundred letters to the clergymen in his
area, each written individually. He reminded these men of their huge responsibility of keeping the flock of Christ
(Ezek. 3:17–21). Already, through this
first great effort to uphold God’s truth,
Jean-Marc learned that the biggest
enemy to truth is not open and explicit
opposition, but silent indifference. His
two hundred letters resulted in personal
contact with only three of the recipients—an Evangelical pastor, a Reformed
pastor, and a Catholic priest.
The meager response was not a
cause for resignation, even though he
was struggling on several fronts. By that
time, Jean-Marc had begun working
as a porter in Lausanne’s train station.
For each piece of luggage carried he was
only paid a little more than one Swiss
franc!
Nevertheless, through God’s
continuous provision, he was able to
support his growing family. He used
the time between arriving trains to read,
meditate, and pray. His loving and
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humble manner led to many opportunities for witnessing, although at times
he experienced opposition from his
superiors and even physical aggression
from one of his colleagues. God blessed
his faithfulness, and at a very low point
(when he was under the impression that
he was wasting his life doing a low-level
job) an old priest wisely reminded him,
“All work done for Christ that doesn’t
know the Cross is not worth much.”
Organizing the Christian
Resistance to Godless Modernity
Jean-Marc came to understand that
doctrinal weakness was one of the major
causes for the shocking silence regarding abortion. To address doctrinal issues
and promote a return to good Biblical
scholarship he started a periodical called
Christian Documents which ran from
1971 to 1978, supported mostly by
donations. In these apologetic writings
Jean-Marc dealt with the heresies of his
day and the essays were sent to clergy
free of charge.
As with many earlier reformers,
however, his adherence to the truth was
not always popular with Christian leaders. When he attacked such weak spots
as the non-doctrinal Christianity of Billy
Graham, or the problems of Dispensationalism, he lost many supporters and
donors. This eventually forced the cessation of the periodical.
Work for a reformer never ceases,
and as one battle draws to a close another breaks out elsewhere. Jean-Marc
turned his attention to the families in
his region. In 1978, together with conservative Roman Catholics, he founded
the Association Vaudoise de Parents
Chrétiens (Vaud Christian Parents’
Association, Vaud being the name of
his canton). This association, still active
today, works to strengthen families and
schools against ideological attacks and
to offer support on the teachings of the
Bible and creation.
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Next, Jean-Marc was instrumental
in the formation of the Association for
Creation, the Bible, and Science (active
1986–1994) which fought back against
theistic and materialistic evolution.
He also started a Christian apologetic review called Resist and Construct1
(1987–2005) to address various topics—theological, philosophical, historical, economic, etc.—from a Reformed
and Biblical standpoint.
In all of these initiatives, Jean-Marc
exposed many wrong teachings in the
modern church, regardless of the cost
to himself. His interest was not only to
fight the consequences of bad thinking,
but to get people back to the roots of
their faith.
When asked once about the motivation of his apologetic work, he said,
“My goal was to reflect on fundamental
questions that were generally avoided by
Christians, and to approach and try to
clarify them.” But to attack the fundamental presuppositions of modernity is
no light business, and he was generally
considered “divisive” or “argumentative.” Banging the gong of resistance to
modernity is a lonesome enterprise, but
his often painful confrontations give
weight to his writings and make them
that much more valuable for the church.
Here is no armchair theologian, but a
scholar who also knows the hardship of
implementing God’s truth in a hostile
world.
Rebuilding the Church Through
Books and True Fellowship
Until the beginning of the 1990s,
Jean-Marc’s literary output was in the
form of articles that he copied and
distributed with the modest means at
his disposal. The work was both laborintensive and time-intensive.
Then, in 1992, he renewed an old
friendship with Vladimir Dimitrijevic,
a publisher in Lausanne of Serbian
Orthodox heritage. They discovered

a common interest in refuting Liberation Theology. They also shared a desire
to provide solid Christian literature
touching all aspects of life to a Frenchspeaking public. Dimitrijevic graciously
offered Jean-Marc the opportunity to
publish a new Reformed book series
under the name Messages through his
publishing house, L’Âge d’Homme.
He also allowed Jean-Marc to rent a
beautiful little bookshop in the historic center of Lausanne, which he did
for twenty-two years. This bookshop
became the meeting point and distribution center for Jean-Marc’s apologetic
work. A practical man, he knew that
only through genuine human interaction could the church be rebuilt and
strengthened to bear witness for God’s
truth in our society.
In his bookshop he offered many
kinds of books—some Reformed
or Evangelical, some Orthodox or
secular—but all were true to the Bible’s
teaching on creation because they took
it seriously. They represented reality and
not mere appearance.
Pierre Viret, the reformer of Lausanne and Jean Marc’s spiritual ancestor, said, “It is also necessary that this
return to the Word of God would have
an interaction with the reality of this
world. Half of the time spent studying
the Bible and the other half studying
the world—nature, society, science and
so on—in order to gain control over
reality.” True reformation has all of
God’s creation as its mission field. With
this in mind, Jean-Marc strove to break
pietistic Christians out of the constraints
of their limited worldview.
A Life of Studying and Apologetic
Battles for Truth Bears Fruit
In 2007, Jean-Marc was asked to
teach Biblical Theology and Church History at the Bible College of Lausanne,
newly founded by several Reformed
Baptist congregations. These two
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courses were the basis of a profound
work of scholarship, A History of the
Covenant through the Scriptures, and his
five-volume magnum opus, A Covenantal History of the Church in the World.
In these two major works, he
delivers a comprehensive analysis of
key moments and key theological and
philosophical battles through the history
of the church. From the Arian heresy,
to the Nominalist/Realist controversy,
to the false lights of Petrus Ramus and
John Comenius, to the present-day nondoctrinal Christianity of Pope Francis—
through it all he shows that modernity is
the culmination of past heresies. And to
resist bygone as well as current heresies,
we do well to heed the cumulative
witness of God’s faithful servants, such
as Athanasius, John Calvin, Friedrich
Stahl, Pierre Courthial, or R. J. Rushdoony, to name a few.
To this list I would submit the
name of Jean-Marc Berthoud as a fitting
addition.
The purpose of Jean-Marc’s writings, especially the major works, is to
show the big picture of church history
beyond mere dates and facts, and to
point out the best sources for further
study. As in Calvin, Jean-Marc exhibits
an astonishing capacity to synthesize
the best elements to respond to spiritual
attacks. His writings are truly ecumenical because his research is not limited by
confessional boundaries—he acknowledges truth where God has given it and
brings it into harmony with the testimony of Scripture.
Jean-Marc once said, “The Word
of God, all of it, is the truth, the truth
about everything. Nothing useful,
nothing fruitful, can be done outside
this framework.” Such a broad synthesis is only possible, humanly speaking,
because he adapts his method of inquiry
to its object in the best tradition of Aristotelian methodology. As a consequence
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of a life of personal battles and his interest in all spheres of God’s creation, his
writings lack the barrenness of so many
academic works of similar scope.
Conclusion
As hard it was for me to describe
Jean-Marc Berthoud in the beginning
of this article, it is even harder for me to
summarize his contribution to Christian
thought in just a few words. He never
wanted to establish an interesting new
school of thought or develop idiosyncratic concepts about theological or
philosophical problems. His ministry
was the strengthening of the church by
resisting all evil wherever it was found,
and the rebuilding of a sane Christian
culture, a culture grounded in absolute
reality.
His books are therefore both enriching and encouraging to read, leading (as
good books tend to be) to the discovery
of many other invaluable books and
authors that you wouldn’t hear of anywhere else.
There is a consistency of thought
throughout his writings, and an infectious love for truth and for Christ. Here
is a Christian soldier fighting a bankrupt
modernity with all his being, a true
modern Swiss reformer.
We appreciate and diligently read
our fathers in the faith, but I also thank
God for giving us men like Jean-Marc,
a faithful brother acquainted with our
current struggles and speaking to our
generation. As the proverbial neglect of
a prophet among his own grieves me, it
is my prayer that his wisdom would not
remain hidden in French and be forgotten, but that others would be inspired
to make his writings available to the
English-speaking world and beyond.
Selected Bibliography
of Berthoud Works

•

Reformation—the Apologetics, Ethics,
and Economics of the Bible. Zurich
Publishing, 2010. Available at
https://www.zurichpublishing.org/
pierreviretforgottengiantofthereformatio
In Defense of God’s Law. Zurich
Publishing, forthcoming

Published in French
(Messages collection)
• L’histoire alliancelle de l’église dans le
monde, tome 1 (Covenantal History
of the Church in the World, Volume
1). Self-published through lulu.
com, 2018. Available at http://www.
lulu.com/shop/jean-marc-berthoud/
tome-1-lhistoire-alliancielle-del%C3%A9glise-dans-le-monde/
hardcover/product-23477539.html
• Création, Bible et Science (Creation,
Bible and Science). Editions L’Âge
d’Homme, 2010
• L’Alliance de Dieu à travers l’Écriture
Sainte—Une Théologie biblique (The
Covenant of God through Holy
Scripture—A Biblical Theology).
Editions L’Âge d’Homme, 2013
• L’Actualité de Jean Calvin (The
Relevance of John Calvin). Editions
L’Âge d’Homme, 2009
• L’école et Familie contre l’Utopie (The
School and Family Against Utopia).
Editions L’Âge d’Homme, 1997
Didier Erne is a consultant in the financial
sector. He holds a masters degree in
Economics from the University of Geneva
and a bachelors degree in Theology from
the Faculté Jean Calvin in France. He
is interested in interdisciplinary studies
relating to religion, economics, and the
history of ideas and their impact on modern
society. He resides with his wife and three
children near Zurich, Switzerland.
1. All articles, mostly in French, can be
accessed under http://calvinisme.ch/index.
php/R%C3%A9sister_et_construire

Published in English
• Pierre Viret: A Forgotten Giant of the
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Jean-Marc Berthoud:
Magisterial Christian Scholar in Our Time of Need
by Douglas F. Kelly

W

hen I first met
him in the
autumn of 1982 on a
trip to two scholarly
conferences in Europe,
it did not take me long
to grasp the depth and breadth of the
immense reading Jean-Marc Berthoud
had done, and the fervent determination of his heart to give his all to the
cause of Christ in our declining Western
society. Since that time, we have stayed
in touch, and his understanding of
the issues that have shaped our culture
across the world has never ceased to
amaze me, and to help me negotiate the
world of both high and low intellect,
good and bad religion, and healthy and
death-dealing politics.
The scope of his reading and comprehension compares to that of his contemporaries, such Pierre Courthial and
R. J. Rushdoony, and from a different
perspective, T. F. Torrance. All of these
unusually gifted men (and not always
from the same point of view) bring into
immediate contact very diverse fields of
reality and seek to think them through
together under thorough commitment
to the Word of God written.
While Jean-Marc makes no pretension to high intellectual, academic, or
ecclesiastical standing (how he comes
across has never been his interest), I have
at times wondered if later centuries will
not consider him to have been in something like the category of the Church
Fathers, sixteenth-century Reformers, or
some of the Puritans. Of course, I cannot be sure of that: only time will tell,
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and he will have no concern one way or
the other in the meantime.
This article of appreciation is to be
about Jean-Marc, not myself, but even
so, I will have to make some personal
references in hopes of shining light
on the combined Patristic/Medieval/
Reformational and post-Enlightenment
magisterial quality of the thought and
almost universal grasp of all the issues
that matter most for the well-being of
humanity and the glory of God.
On the other hand, time and
space would fail me to relate in even
cursory detail the countless times I
have telephoned him to ask his (always
informed) opinion on Gnosticism (ancient and modern), Irenaeus, Lombard
and Aquinas, Anselm, Bullinger, Viret,
Calvin, Lancelot Andrewes, as well as
controversies across the church ages,
such as the Iconoclastic, the Filioque,
etc.
It is a characteristic of this deep and
fair thinker that he is never narrowly
denominational in his assessments of
theologians and churches. For instance,
his keen appreciation of Thomas
Aquinas (especially in light of some
of Thomas’s Biblical commentaries)
shows careful reading, comprehension,
and impartiality, without any anxious
regard to widely received opinions. His
appreciation is not without critique of
areas where he thinks the great thinker
was less than Biblical. But weak points
do not keep him from lauding strong
points, and from using those strong
points himself!
Also, Jean-Marc is not without

awareness of the peculiarities and limited perspectives of some of the good
Reformed theologians, much as he seeks
to stand in their company appreciatively. It is never enough with him to
rely merely on widely received academic
or ecclesiastical authorities. He respects
them, but puts them all under the same
transcendent authority that controls
his own thought and practice: the Holy
Scriptures, interpreted according to the
rules of such as Tychonius, Augustine,
Calvin, and Owen.
For that reason, I have always felt
a certain confidence in asking what
he thinks in various matters where I
have been lecturing or writing. It is not
that he could possibly get everything
right (who could?), or that he is never
without prejudice or animus (who is?),
but that his heart is deeply committed
to pleasing Christ, by going on his knees
before the Lord who speaks in the Scriptures, in order to edify the church and
begin to restore a healthy culture.
You would not wish to keep reading
long enough for me to give a representative sample of issues and questions
where I have sought Jean-Marc’s advice
on thinkers and issues across the last
two thousand years! (I have kept a daily
diary for well over forty years, and in
looking at that, I could count it all up;
but that is certainly not called for at
this time!) He has helped me as I wrote
the two volumes of Systematic Theology,
also Creation and Change, and many an
article on challenging subjects (some
rather arcane—yet always, he knew
more than I did).
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His well-read assessment of politics
since the Middle Ages is directly based
upon his understanding of Holy Scripture. He is always what we would traditionally term “a realist”: that is, he deals
with what is there, without imposing a
structure of preconceived opinion upon
it (based on over-attention to “names”—
i.e. “nominalism”). Though neither
Jean-Marc Berthoud nor T. F. Torrance
might exactly agree on my comparison
here, I think Jean-Marc’s approach in
this sense of humble openness to what is
there, is not unlike what T. F. Torrance
calls “truly scientific methodology.”
All of us humans are necessarily
limited, and therefore cannot entirely
see beyond our own starting point and
intellectual structure, yet Jean-Marc has
been found trying, though not always
with complete success—and who could
cast the first stone here? He is not sold
out to conspiracy theory, but is willing
to consider some aspects of it as being
potentially relevant to politics since the
Enlightenment.
Whether he is right in any of this,
I do not know, but to say the least, it
has been most interesting to go over
with him his views of why the world
is like it is for the last three centuries.
But whether any of this is the case or
not, I am always humbled, uplifted,
and instructed by the way he takes
everything back to the gospel, the law of
God, and to the covenant of grace that
runs through the Bible and encompasses
all our cultural and political life to this
hour. That going back to the Scriptures
is what really matters, for by definition, much that lies behind current and
historical events is always beyond our
ken, and does not matter like Scripture
matters. (R. J. Rushdoony’s discussion
of conspiracy in light of Psalm 2 is of
great relevance here.)
Jean-Marc reminds me of the great
nineteenth-century Reformed theo-
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logian of Virginia, Robert L. Dabney,
in that his transparent sincerity and
burning fervency of faith can at times
lead him to speak, not only very directly,
but also without necessary tact and
consideration of the feelings of those
who argue on the other side. For both
of these good Reformed men, in a very
real sense, their strong point is at times
their weak point. Once again, who of
us does not have to fight against various
elements of our own self-life?
The multiple volumes written by
Berthoud continue to appear, demonstrating erudition, lucidity, and practicality. They will make ever stronger
the applicatory theology of this prolific
author. I believe many of these volumes
and articles are truly magisterial, in
conveying in a lucid and penetrating
manner the great theological and political issues that have shaped our world
for the last two thousand years. Thus, I
would predict that they will eventually
bring a large element of healing to our
sickened, largely apostate culture.
But that will take some time, for
one of the reasons is, as Dr. Rushdoony
pointed out to me when I gave him
a report of my time with Berthoud
upon my return to USA in 1982 from
Europe: “Jean-Marc has chosen to work
outside the academy.”
Another reason why time will be
required to make Jean-Marc seriously
available to the wider Christian culture
is that he is—in the best and truest
sense of the word—“radical.” That is,
he takes issues down to their roots, and
critiques them by assuming that Holy
Scripture is ever true and ever relevant.
That often means violating things that
are widely received by Christian people,
at any one time, as “politically correct.”
Yet history shows that great thinkers usually offend the public for many
years—often until the paradigm changes—and then, long after their deaths,

they become part of the mainstream.
I believe that the massive printed
corpus of Jean-Marc Berthoud will
eventually become a constituent element
of the great Christian Western tradition. If I am any judge of the matter, his
eagle-eye insight into the root causes of
all our malaises, and his equally frank
application of God’s evangelical and
covenantal mode of healing and restoration, will—in God’s good time—overwhelm the current resistance against his
God-honoring realism, and his work
will be seen as truly magisterial, though
like all of the finest human work, never
perfect. That time is coming!
The poem/hymn of James Russell
Lowell states the certainty of its coming
well:
Though the cause of evil prosper,
Yet the truth alone is strong;
Though her portion be the scaffold,
And upon the throne be wrong;
Yet that scaffold sways the future,
And, behind the dim unknown,
Standeth God within the shadow,
Keeping watch above his own.
(Once to Every Man a Nation)
Then to side with truth is noble,
When we share her wretched crust,
‘Ere her cause bring fame and profit,
And ‘tis prosperous to be just;
Then it is the brave man chooses,
While the coward stands aside,
Doubting in his abject spirit,
Till his Lord is crucified,
And the multitude make virtue,
Of the faith they had denied.
(This Present Crisis)
Dr. Kelly is the Professor of Theology
Emeritus at Reformed Theological
Seminary. Dr. Kelly received his B.A. from
the University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, Diploma from the University of
Lyon, his B.D. from the Union Theological
Seminary, and his Ph. D. from the
University of Edinburgh.
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Feature Article

Jean-Marc Berthoud and Creation
by Gerald Pech

M

y odyssey
through the
creation controversy
became an opportunity
to encounter Jean-Marc
Berthoud’s masterful work and his theology, which later
would have such a decisive influence on
all aspects of my work as a creationist. I
wish to recount my personal experience
in order to set the stage.
When I still was a student, I did not
know much about the creation debate.
In order to learn more about evolution, I purchased a book on the subject
by French biologist Jean Humbert.1
Humbert had endorsed Henri Blocher’s2
framework hypothesis and the theory of
evolution. As a result, after reading Jean
Humbert’s book (which seemed very
convincing to me), I began to believe in
evolution. I was already a Christian and
about twenty years old.
Several years later I became aware of
Hugh Ross, whose books my American
pastor suggested I read. Thanks to those
works, I was pleased and amazed to see
that there was a reasonable scientific
basis to reject the theory of evolution. I
thereby became a progressive creationist. However, I remained embarrassed
by Hugh Ross’s assertion that death had
existed before Adam’s fall.
It was only a few years later that I
gained a more substantial knowledge
of theology and exegesis, first through
the discovery of classic revivalist writings, and second, through the works
of Reformed theologians. Among the
latter were John Calvin, Iain Murray,
John Piper, Douglas Kelly, and last
but not least Jean-Marc Berthoud, an
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“The discovery of Jean-Marc
Berthoud’s foundational
theological writings would have
an ever-increasing impact on
my theological and spiritual
insight on creation, Scripture,
and redemptive history.”

independent Swiss Reformed scholar. In
particular, the discovery of Jean-Marc
Berthoud’s foundational theological
writings would have an ever-increasing
impact on my theological and spiritual insight on creation, Scripture, and
redemptive history.
Through the years Jean-Marc Berthoud and I have had stimulating and
rich email exchanges in which he shared
with me his always thorough and acute
reflections. It was then that I came to
realize the foundational importance of
the Biblical doctrine of six-day creation
and its wide-ranging implications for all
other Biblical doctrines.
In addition, I discovered the scientific works of high-level creationist
scientists such as Henry Morris, Guy
Berthault, Walter Brown, Robert Gentry, John Hartnett, etc. This was really
decisive in completely changing and
reshaping my mindset, making me fully
embrace the Genesis creation account
in six ordinary days which had been the
prevailing view within the Church until
Darwin’s century.
Apologetics and False Dichotomies
My personal experience definitely
convinced me that more than a classic
presuppositional approach was needed:

we also needed an evidential one. Why
both? Because both the heart and the
mind cooperate in making us fully
grasp God’s truths concerning either the
spiritual realm or the physical realm.
Even more to the point (as I would later
discover), the Word of God and the
facts of His world are inseparable.
Unfortunately, one of the reasons
why many sincere Christians reject
an evidential apologetics may be their
implicit commitment to an extreme and
unbalanced hyper-Calvinist theological framework. The following excerpt
from Mark Duncan’s pamphlet The Five
Points of Christian Reconstruction from
the Lips of Our Lord 3 is certainly significant in this connection:
Jesus employed a presuppositional
apologetic method. Christian apologists today would do well to follow
our Lord’s example. The Savior was
perfectly consistent in His teaching. As
outlined above, Christ taught the doctrines which have come to be known
as the five points of Calvinism. These
doctrines teach that man is a totally
depraved sinner and therefore salvation
is 100% by God’s grace. An evidential
apologetical method is inconsistent
with this Calvinistic doctrine, while
totally consistent with the Arminian
doctrine of free will. The Arminian evidentialist believes that if given enough
compelling evidence, a man will reason
that the Bible is the Word of God and
that Jesus is who He claimed to be. He
will then employ his free will to “accept
Christ.”

This statement oversimplifies the
true Biblical, historic Calvinist view
of apologetics, but its merit lies in
accurately describing the conviction of
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many Christians regarding apologetics.
Indeed, as Jean-Marc Berthoud
magnificently explains in his Pierre Viret:
A Forgotten Giant of the Reformation.
The Apologetics, Ethics and Economics of
the Bible,4 a presuppositional approach
should be sensitively combined with
an evidential one and does not require
exclusively starting from the Bible
when communicating God’s truths to
unbelievers:
To attain his end Viret does not limit
himself to reasoning exclusively from
Biblical texts as is often the case with
those who hold to a Van Tillian presuppositional apologetics. Not that Viret
believes that there exists an imaginary philosophical common ground
between Christian thought and pagan
thought…
Now, if Viret constantly maintains his
thinking on the high ground of the
fundamental presupposition of the total
authority of the Bible, he nevertheless
does not hesitate to use the created and
cultural reality which he shares with his
contemporaries in his presentation of
God’s truth. He is thus at the same time
presuppositional and evidential in his
apologetics …
Viret has the considerable advantage
over us of not standing historically in
our post-rationalist, post-idealist, postdialectical, and post-modern epistemological climate where the philosophical
obstacles to the understanding of the
God-given meaning of reality are immeasurably greater than they were in
the middle of the sixteenth century. He
can thus, more easily than we, make use
of every aspect of the reality of his time
to lead his readers and listeners to understand that the Scriptures, in the final
account, reveal the ultimate God-given
meaning of whatever matter may be
under consideration. The knowledge of
all reality is not to be found in Scripture
alone, but inheres in the God-given
meaningful facts (the substantial forms)
of the creation and history where they
may be clearly and truly discerned
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though this, in the final account, only
by the Biblically-centered reflection of
a Christian apologist and historian like
Pierre Viret. Let me insist: knowledge,
not meaning, for meaning comes from
God’s written revelation alone. Viret’s
terminology may sometimes sound as
if his position were a purely rational
one. But for him human reason and
the Bible are not at opposite poles, at
war with each other. No, for him, as for
Van Til, the Word of God is the very
foundation of a correctly functioning
human reason.
Thus, for him, to be well instructed
in the Word of God was nothing less
than the guarantee of a good use of that
gracious gift of God—our rational faculties. What, in our modern terminology, we call apologetics was, for Viret
and all the Reformers, fundamental to
the clear and appropriate preaching of
the Gospel. It represents nothing less
than the bringing into captivity of every
distracted thought of man to the obedience of Christ and to its submission to
His sovereign and over-arching Word.
How then does Viret proceed? … He
is, in fact, so confident in the truth of
Scripture for every aspect of reality, and
so filled with the wisdom of God, that
he does not hesitate to make use of all
aspects of man’s intellectual and cultural
activities to reach, in a very concrete
and practical fashion, the interests of his
contemporaries. But his starting point
is always fully Biblical and Creational,
never an imaginary common intellectual ground shared in dialogue with
the adversaries of the Christian faith.
Thus he labors to bring every lost and
deformed human thought captive to
the obedience of Christ.

I cannot overestimate Jean-Marc
Berthoud’s influence on my creationist ministry. It was really through the
friendship with and the theological
insight of Jean-Marc Berthoud that I
came to fully realize how extraordinarily
profound a Biblical creational worldview was. In what follows I wish to put

forward some of the reasons why I believe that the church in general and the
creationist movement in particular need
to discover and build upon his work.
Scripture Leads to a Literal Metaphysical Understanding of the
Six-day Creation.
All of Berthoud’s thought is that
of a creationist founded upon God’s
creational order, which in turn blossoms out into a full-blown Biblical
metaphysics. His entire work is reflected
in his brilliant (soon to be published)
magnum opus: The Covenantal History
of the Church in the World 5 where one
can fully grasp the necessity for a proper
understanding (and integration into the
modern-day creationist movement) of
a qualitative form of scientific thinking. Such qualitative scientific thinking
stands in utter contrast to today’s quantitative scientific thinking so strongly
influenced by Francis Bacon’s empiricism and René Descartes’s mathematical
rationalism.6
Berthoud offers a sharp and fundamental critique of the nominalist nature
of the theistic evolutionism proposed
by leading scholars, such as French
theologian Henri Blocher and American
analytical philosopher Alvin Plantinga
(see the pertinent chapters7 of Volume
V of Berthoud’s forthcoming Histoire alliancielle). With regards to nominalism,
here is the core of Berthoud’s analysis in
the words of Dr. Douglas Kelly:
Berthoud believes that the underlying
philosophy of this disjunction between
“literary” and “literal” (or with Jordan,
“theological” and “literal”) is a sort of
revived nominalism, such as was practiced by the medieval scholar, William
of Occam. Commenting on the type
of exegesis of which Blocher’s writing is
an example, Berthoud states: “What is
taking place here is in fact nominalist
exegesis … For Occam, the form or the
name [whence “nominalism”] has no
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real or true [noetic] relation to the thing
named or signified. Similarly here [in
the “Framework Hypothesis”] literary form has no actual relation to the
temporal reality of creation” …
Nominalism of course is an evasion of
“realism” (which rests on the assumption of a real relation between literary
text and historical facts, events and
persons pointed to by that text). As
Berthoud writes elsewhere, “In the
aesthetics of the Bible (and in the great
literature based upon it), form is married to truth, and truth always commands form.”8

As regards Plantinga’s evolutionist
errors expressed in his book, Where the
Problem Really Lies,9 Jean-Marc Berthoud says the following,
Plantinga considers that the fundamental problem we have to deal with is
naturalism, that is to say, an exclusion
of God from the modern scientific
cosmos. In this he is not wrong. He
develops however in this book a vigorous defense of theistic evolution as an
answer to this naturalism, answer that
he considers to be adequate—which it
is not—to both true science and to the
Bible. For him, the deadly enemy is materialism; the Creation conflict being of
secondary importance, which will lead
him to use that bastard child of materialistic (or naturalistic) evolutionism,
theistic evolution, in order to confront
materialistic evolutionism, and above all
scientific naturalism. For him, classical
science, both Newtonian and Einsteinian, does not pose any real problem to
the Christian faith. What really poses a
problem is materialism or naturalism,
the exclusion of a spiritual reality from
the investigation of nature. He does not
at all understand the well-attested fact
that modern science—which was born
at the beginning of the seventeenth century—has methodologically excluded
any metaphysical and theological
meaning (the meaning of the world and
supernatural design) from its scientific
method by eliminating from its reflec-
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tion final causality (God) and formal
causality (the meaning of the world).
In his book, Plantinga writes, “My
overall thesis: there is superficial conflict
but deep concord between science and
theistic religion, but superficial concord
and deep conflict between science and
naturalism” (Chapter 9, p. 307). Therefore, for Plantinga, quantitative science
is essentially in agreement with theistic
religion, but not with a materialistic or
a purely naturalistic, that is, immanent
view of the universe.
He does not seem to have any clue
about what a Biblical metaphysical view
of nature open to the sensible and to
the spiritual meaning of reality created
by God could be. He is not aware that
before the seventeenth century there
existed a qualitative science (be it Aristotelian or other) where the view of the
universe was ordered by the four causes,
material, efficient, formal, and final. At
that time, the symbolic creation-laden
meaning of the world would have its
place and allow for use of a parabolic
and symbolic realist language to talk
about moral and spiritual realities in
natural terms. The earthly things were
created materially so that they could
also speak to us about the heavenly
things. Plantinga does not seem to see
that it is utterly impossible to come to
such a qualitative understanding of the
world when using an exclusively quantitative view of the order of the universe.

Berthoud adds,
The central issue for Plantinga only
lies in materialism, naturalism, and the
exclusion of a theistic view, but not in
the so-called evolutionary process itself.
[Plantinga says] “… this is the result of
confusion—a confusion between guided and unguided evolution, between
sober science and philosophical or
theological add-on.” This sentence (and
especially the term “add-on”) reveals the
astonishing weakness of Plantinga as a
philosopher and as a theologian, and his
quite surprising ignorance of both the
metaphysical and theological nature of
the scientific endeavor itself.

As a matter of fact, as was shown over
and over (see for instance Burtt, Koyré,
and Funkenstein10), modern science is
based upon a view of reality that is both
platonic (through its mathematicising
tendency) and nominalist (its atomization of reality). In this sense, one cannot merely speak of philosophical or
theological “add-ons” to science, since
such elements are organically inherent
to it. Even the structure of science incorporates theological and philosophical
constituents in the form of presuppositions which are generally not explicitly
formulated.

It is precisely here that most Christian creationist scientists (even among
the most faithful and those most convinced by the truthfulness of Scripture
in the line of the Van Tillian approach)
twist the Christian approach to nature
by adopting a distorted philosophical
view of reality. As Jean-Marc Berthoud
explains,
This “atomistic” nominalism concerns
the resolutive and compositive method
of modern science, which seeks to
resolve (reduce) the measurable reality
into its most simple parts (atoms); then
to recompose (rebuild) the heterogeneous elements of this atomized reality
into a consistent hypothetical whole by
means of known scientific laws.
As regards the theological foundations
of science, it is also well known that
modern science, mathematical as well
as experimental, starts with a refusal
of Aristotle’s and the Bible’s final and
formal causes, causes that are specific
to the stable nature and to the organic
purpose of divinely created beings as
they can be observed through the senses
and the mind. Metaphysical reflection
about the given meaning that gives
each creature its stable being (that is,
the universals that order them) has long
not been an integral part of the modern
scientific endeavor having totally atomized the order of nature itself by its
resolutive compositive method (solve et
coagula). In this perspective, the nature
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which is investigated by modern science
is deprived of any purpose; everything
in it is functional, without any proper
internal order. God is excluded a priori
from it, as a matter of principle, methodologically.

Biblical Metaphysics Versus
a Decapitated Cosmology
In his beautiful work, Création,
Bible et Science,11 which epitomizes his
search for a truly Biblical metaphysics,
Berthoud expounds a metaphysical view
of reality that is totally and confidently
grounded in Scripture. Such a perspective allows him to defend the geocentric
cosmology which had prevailed as the
scientific view of the universe for the
fifteen centuries before the “Copernican
revolution” and, above all, the Galileo
Trial. This is quite remarkable, and
expresses the freedom of his thought
from conventional worldly wisdom,
all the more so as only a handful of
Protestant creationist theologians and
scientists (worldwide down the centuries
from Galileo onward) has maintained
geocentrism or geocentricity.12
In the penultimate chapter of
his book L’Alliance de Dieu à travers
l’Écriture sainte,13 Berthoud explains
how geocentrism is an integral part of
a truly Biblical cosmology in which
Christ’s bodily resurrection and ascension make sense, in contrast with the decapitated cosmology of modern science
which treats the cosmos as being restricted to the atmospheric and sidereal
heavens. These two events in Christ’s
earthly life are realities belonging both
to our world, but also to what is outside
the normal course of what is happening in our universe. Biblical cosmology
presents a three-tiered cosmology, where
the third heaven—the place where the
Creator abides—and the cosmos He
created are in a relationship of partial
continuity.
Jean-Marc Berthoud contrasts the
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passive attitude of humility and wisdom
in ancient cosmology (where a contemplative and thus receptive attitude
prevailed in regard to nature) with
modern man’s will to dominate, control,
and transform the order of nature (by
acting upon it as a master conquering his possession). The latter attitude
(which embodies an active and violent
cruelty towards the created order) thus
originates in Francis Bacon and René
Descartes and provides the fundamental
direction taken by modern scientific and
technocratic societies.
Ancient Thought
Versus Modern Thought
Ancient thought devoted much attention to visible substantial forms, that
is, to those of the created order, and not
to those discovered in scientific structures hidden within nature. It could not
even think of the uniform, homogeneous, boundless, and shapeless universe
at which modern science would arrive.
This model of the universe was exactly what Alexandre Koyré deplored. In
his numerous books, Koyré shows how
utopia (a void with purely geometrical
forms) has replaced the finite, closed,
ordered, and meaningful universe of ancient cosmology. That universe had concrete, visible substantial forms, and its
driving forces (mobiles) would undergo
countless external constraints at any
time, which prevented any utopic investigation of nature in its mathematically
pure state. Jean-Marc Berthoud argues
that modern science could only emerge
because a number of such obstacles had
been removed. These obstacles, which
characterized ancient cosmology, were:

objectively (substantially) different from
each other, from a qualitative point of
view (matter, plant life, animal life, human life, angelic life, divine life);
Only concrete substantial forms were
known, for instance, that cat, that dog,
from which universals could directly
be derived through their meticulous
observations: Species, families, kinds,
elements, etc.;14
These qualitative differences were objective in character, for they belonged to
the object itself, and were by no means
imposed at all by human thought on
things from outside;
In order to be known accurately, all
these multiform beings required the
use of different methods, each being
appropriate to its specific object;
The idea of a single method which
would apply to all reality was then intellectually unthinkable, as the multiple
order of God’s creatures was perceived
and admired;
These beings, so various and multiple,
were nevertheless dependent upon each
other in a quite complex and unified
hierarchy the whole of which constituted the well-ordered and harmonious
universe of God;
Mathematics were considered by the
Ancients as too pure and too detached
from this so varied, complex, rich, and
above all changeable world for them
to be used as an instrument allowing
the scientist to apprehend correctly
the purpose and the meaning of the
sublunary universe; the latter was a
world of change within the stability of
multifarious substantial forms, each
being characterized by its own universal
principle;

The ancient world was the study of
the steady flexibility and ductility of
change, not that of the rigid uniformity
of mathematical laws;

Everything, in this world, was driven
on by a specific goal, a purpose; the
ultimate purpose of all beings was in
the One who had given them their
existence, their life and their being;

The world was ordered following a
hierarchy of beings, these beings being

The order of received human language
(not that of the pseudo-scientific con-
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structions of linguistics) was a prevailing force, and more specifically—and
above all—the order of the written
Word of God, the Bible. For this verbal
order corresponded to that of the created order of the universe, since both
orders stemmed from the benevolent
creative and revelatory hand of the one
God, being Creator, Providence, and
Revealer.

Jean-Marc Berthoud considers that
the climax of this synthesis of the ancient universe is to be found in the overpowering system of Thomistic thought
which united nature—the varied and
united order of the world as it was when
it came, in all ways very good, from the
hand of God—and theology, based on
the higher order of Scripture, truthful
revelation given to men by God, divine
light enlightening the darkness of man’s
sin, fitted to his capacities as a sensible
and rational creature.
Berthoud is convinced that one
of the last Reformed theologians to
endeavor (in a more Biblical manner
than Thomas Aquinas) to marry the
two kingdoms (nature and revelation)
was none other than the Swiss Reformer
Pierre Viret (1511–1571). Indeed, the
title of Viret’s masterwork, Instruction
chrétienne en la doctrine de la Loi et de
l’Évangile et en la vraie philosophie et
théologie tant naturelle que supernaturelle
des Chrétiens; et en la contemplation
du temple et des images et œuvres de la
providence de Dieu en tout l’univers; et en
l’histoire de la création et chute et réparation du genre humain,15 expresses the
entire theological, philosophical, and
scientific program and worldview of
ancient Christendom.
Berthoud on the History of Ideas,
Philosophy, and Theology
In the period between that ancient,
traditional and Biblical metaphysics and
the discovery of modern mathematicalexperimental science, a tremendous
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revolution had occurred in the way of
thinking, feeling, and believing. JeanMarc Berthoud maintains that ancient
metaphysics progressively disappeared
as new philosophies and theologies were
emerging.
First came Francis Bacon, whose
program based knowledge and epistemology on experimentation. Then came
René Descartes with his substance dualism. Nonetheless, Cartesian dualism still
left room for the “spiritual” kingdom,
that of the soul alongside matter and
expanse (space).
But, as a matter of fact, this dualism
quickly gave way to Spinoza’s cosmic
monism. His monism cut mankind
off from the ancient view of the universe which had maintained both its
unity and diversity, its universality and
concrete character, all anchored in the
Trinity.
By 1632, the new Baconian, Cartesian, Copernican, and Galilean model
of the world had won the cosmological
battle. The result was the propagation of
a novel view of the world among learned
people: a cosmos entirely cut off from
transcendence.
Jean-Marc Berthoud takes us backstage to this cosmological revolution,
tracing Satan’s attacks against the “faith
once delivered unto the saints” back to
Bacon and Descartes. With the latter,
meaning would soon be exclusively attached to what could be measured.
With the Reformation, the Word
of God made an extraordinary breakthrough in Europe (placing God’s view
of the universe at the center again).
But with the new sciences in the wake
of Copernicus, Galileo, Descartes, and
Newton, God and meaning, the final
cause and the formal cause, would be
excluded from science, as they had no
place in it de principio.
This decisive new principle is at the
heart of an emerging modernity—a new

religion whose prophets were Bacon and
Descartes. From then on, the new mathematical-experimental science would
prevail as a model for all disciplines of
the mind. Mathematics would now
become the new universal language, the
only language granted legitimacy for
decoding the cosmos.
In the light of the recent discovery by archeologists of thousands of
3,700-year-old clay tablets which shed
light on the mathematical skills of the
Babylonians (including trigonometry,
values of sines and cosines, logarithmic
formulas, cubic roots, values of exponential functions), one can grasp the
spiritual connection between modernday mathematics-based science and
Babylonian religion. The French philosopher of science Roger Caratini concluded that “calculation was institutionally an integral part of the Babylonian
number culture as well as the learning of
writing, just as was religion among the
Egyptians.”16
Metaphysical Deconstruction
Further Unravels Reality
Jean-Marc Berthoud explains that in
the same vein Duns Scotus, between the
end of the thirteenth century and the
beginning of the fourteenth century, detached the universals from the order of
creation,17 and did the same for the relationship between theology and sacred
Scripture. As Thomas Aquinas often
taught, the only foundation of theology
is to be found in the “Sola Scriptura”
principle, not in any logical speculation
about “faith truths.”18
Unfortunately, Scotus not only
opened the door to an unbridled
philosophical speculation (starting from
universals that were now detached from
their close binding dependence upon
the order of the created substantial
forms) but he allowed the floodgates to
open to a far more dangerous theological speculation. Scotus opened the
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way to a limitless logical development
starting from “principles of faith” now
detached from the precise thought of
God as revealed in Scripture alone.
Consequently, Duns Scotus was the
only Catholic theologian in the High
Middle Ages to defend, in a purely
speculative way, the unbiblical doctrine
of the Immaculate Conception of the
Blessed Virgin.
From the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries a speculative school of
thought had been developing. It was
freed from the bounds of reality in the
fields of physics (a discipline increasingly dominated by abstract mathematical
constructions), philosophy, and theology. Imaginary worlds were built. All
kinds of speculative systems cut off from
real, individual substantial forms, were
imagined. Little by little, space and time
were being conceptualized outside the
parameters of the real, concrete world.
For instance, scientists would
endeavor to understand motion outside
the limitations, obstacles, and constraints of the real world. Their goal was
to arrive at a conceptualization describing the reality of all operating forces in
motion without the created limitations
of the ordinary world. Thus, the model
they sought for was inevitably destined
to be one in a nonexistent location (a
uniform, homogeneous space, as premised on the Copernican principle, that
was temporally unconstrained, stable,
and infinite), which dovetails with modern Big Bang cosmology. This kind of
model is obviously a utopian one, and
exists nowhere but in the minds of the
scientists who had elaborated it.
Jean-Marc Berthoud makes us
embark on an intellectual pilgrimage
through history, and digs much deeper
into the soil of philosophy, science,
and theology than is usually done by
modern-day orthodox theologians,
science historians, philosophers of sci-
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ence, and creationist scientists. He has
convincingly shown that the effects of
modernity are vastly more devastating
than partisans of the modern creationist movement have hitherto thought.
The latter tend to attribute the root of
all societal diseases to Charles Darwin,
but Berthoud has exposed the deeper
revolution in man’s cosmological vision,
a revolution on a scale not yet thought
of: a new vision of the world that would
totally disrupt the true reality and unity
of God’s good creation.
The Law’s Relation to the
Restoration of a Biblical
Creational Metaphysics
Last but not least, it is well worth
asking: What precise principle and theological Scriptural framework warrant
a return to the creational metaphysics
Jean-Marc Berthoud calls for as described above? In other words, how may
one scripturally justify the harmonious
correspondence between God’s Word
and the real world? More specifically,
what does Scripture teach as the proper
relation between Creation, God’s Word
and His law? From a philosophical
perspective, one may ponder whether
Scripture does indeed justify the ordinary language school and the correspondence theory of truth.
The answer is suggested by Jeremiah
31:35–36 which reads,
Thus saith the LORD, which
giveth the sun for a light by day,
and the ordinances of the moon
and of the stars for a light by night,
which divideth the sea when the
waves thereof roar; The LORD of
hosts is his name: If those ordinances depart from before me,
saith the LORD, then the seed of
Israel also shall cease from being a
nation before me for ever.
Here Scripture clearly associates,
and binds together, God’s creation and

the creational order (general revelation)
on one hand, and His moral laws and
redemptive purpose for Israel (special
revelation through Scripture)—and
through the elect Israel the whole of
mankind—on the other.
Berthoud is indeed convinced, and
labors to make us understand, that the
discovery of the hidden laws of nature
as from Descartes and Bacon (and even
Jeremy Bentham, who sought to apply
his scientific utilitarianism to all of
reality), with their arbitrary application
to all spheres of human life, are a signal
historic error. It is an error which will
surely lead our so-called scientific world
into an inescapable deadlock.
For our modern science has refused
to humbly submit itself in its scientific
labors, in a spirit of genuine piety, to the
Creator of all things. From a methodological viewpoint, it arrived at this
outlook by substituting but a small part
of reality (its mathematically measurable
aspect) for the whole.
Science indeed should seek to reform its purpose so as to conform itself
to the whole order of creation. This is
the creational or cultural mandate God
gave to mankind through Adam in
Genesis, and then from Genesis onward.
Until the end of time, God’s affairs with
mankind and with the world have been
(and ever will be) governed by respect to
His law. Man cannot evade being under
a covenantal relationship to his Creator.
The Creation Mandate
and Theonomy
This is why the doctrine of creation is so fundamental to our societies. Rebellious man seeks autonomy
from God. Autonomy was first the sin
of Adam, who thus broke His law and
thereby His covenant.
For the elect people of God in particular, God’s creational mandate is still
valid today. It should be implemented
through humble and believing obedi-
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ence, respectful of the limits imposed
by the requirements of the law-word
of God upon the unrestrained ambitions of a technocratic, transhumanized
mankind. These requirements are those
of the visible order of the good and
benevolent creation of God.
To understand this is also the first
step in recovering from the illness
brought on by a pietistic faith. A pietistic faith too easily absorbs humanistic
thinking, prioritizes spiritual retreat,
and thereby deprives the church of her
creational mandate.
The various manifestations of
human language display this order
admirably. This is even more the case
with God’s paramount wisdom which
expresses and reveals itself in Scripture.
Jean-Marc Berthoud’s view of theonomy
can thus be summarized as follows:19
The Ten Commandments given to Moses by the Lord Jesus Christ at Mount
Sinai can be considered as the first principles of all ethical thought, as much as
the first chapters of Genesis contain the
first principles of metaphysics, ontology,
and epistemology.
All these ethical principles existed long
before their first explicit formulation
at Mount Sinai, and express God’s
righteous and holy character, and hence
natural (creational) law which manifests
the order of Creation. This point was
once held unanimously by the Reformers and the Puritans alike.20
They must be read through the lens of
Biblical Wisdom literature.
The teachings of the Prophets allow us
to understand them more explicitly.
They must be interpreted and understood in the light of Christ’s teachings
as found in the gospels.
The apostolic teaching provides a
proper understanding of the Decalogue.

Such a course of action leads to a very
accurate understanding of the require-
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ments of God’s law and sheds light on
their current application to all times and
to all places.
To summarize Berthoud: the Decalogue should a) be read in the light of
Biblical casuistic laws; b) be applied to
particular cases with wisdom; c) be understood in the more complete light of
the New Testament teachings; and d) be
read in harmony with the natural order,
the order of Creation.
All these laws are filled with a
meaning coming from God Himself.
What is their meaning? The more they
are studied and reflected upon, the more
one becomes aware of their immense
wisdom, not only in moral, social,
and legal terms but also spiritually and
cosmologically.
From Berthoud’s point of view,
Aquinas and Calvin, despite mounting
detailed and meticulous elaborations
upon the law of God, do not adequately
do justice to, or fully account for, the
Biblical data. Berthoud observes that
it is also a pity that so many Reformed
theologians do not more deeply explore the exact meaning of these several
aspects of God’s law.
However, men of God such as John
Chrysostom, Thomas Aquinas, Pierre
Viret, John Calvin, Heinrich Bullinger,
Lancelot Andrewes, Thomas Watson,
Benedict Pictet, Friedrich-Julius Stahl,
Cornelius Van Til, Francis Nigel Lee,
Rousas John Rushdoony, Greg Bahnsen,
Gary North, and Pierre Courthial (to
name but a few)—and many other
secondary figures—have rendered us
an immense service by scrutinizing
the meaning of many aspects of God’s
law, whether it be moral, legal, or
ceremonial.
Berthoud’s magnificent work is
invaluable in that it is a very timely
reminder to the Church and to the
world—as a prophetic plumb line
during our troubled times—that God

is indeed the sovereign Creator who
demands from all men obedience to
His law, and that the rejection of His
law will always result in escalating
judgments until He accomplishes His
redemptive purposes through them so as
to bring the nations to enjoy and share
His glory and grace.
I am so deeply grateful to God for
such a powerful, faithful, incisive, and
yet humble messenger and friend as
Jean-Marc Berthoud.
Gerald Pech is 44 years old, married to Jade,
and a father of 4 children. He was a French
research scientist who worked in the space
field both in academia and the industry in
Toulouse, the European aerospace capital.
He is currently a senior R&D engineer in a
high-tech company which designs, develops,
and manufactures video compression
and image processing electronic boards.
He holds BSEE and MSEE degrees from
ENAC and a Ph.D. in satellite networking
and communications from ISAE-Supaero,
one of France’s top engineering universities.
Gerald is a Biblical Creationist, of
theonomist and postmillenarian persuasion,
although not Reformed in his soteriology.
He is the current president of the
French-speaking creationist organization
Plateforme scientifique Bible & Science
and has developed strong ties with Creation
Ministries International. He was also
involved in the French translation of several
theological, scientific, and apologetics books
including William Lane Craig’s Reasonable
Faith, Nancy Pearcey’s Total Truth, Vern
Poythress’s Redeeming Science, Douglas
Kelly’s Creation and Change: Genesis 1:1-2:4
in the Light of Changing Scientific Paradigms,
and John Betz’s After Enlightenment: The
Post-Secular Vision of J. G. Hamann.
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By R. J. Rushdoony. Theology
belongs in the pulpit, the school,
the workplace, the family and
everywhere. Society as a whole
is weakened when theology is
neglected. Without a systematic application of theology, too
often people approach the Bible
with a smorgasbord mentality,
picking and choosing that which
pleases them. This two-volume
set addresses this subject in
order to assist in the application
of the Word of God to every area
of life and thought.
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Chalcedon Catalog
Biblical Law
The Institute of Biblical Law (In three volumes, by R. J. Rushdoony) Volume I
Biblical Law is a plan for dominion under God, whereas its rejection is to
claim dominion on man’s terms. The general principles (commandments)
of the law are discussed as well as their specific applications (case law) in
Scripture. Many consider this to be the author’s most important work.
Hardback, 890 pages, indices, $50.00

Or, buy Vol’s 1 and 2 and receive Vol. 3 FREE!
All 3 for only $77.00 (A huge savings off the $110.00
retail price)

Volume II, Law and Society
The relationship of Biblical Law to communion and community, the
sociology of the Sabbath, the family and inheritance, and much more are
covered in the second volume. Contains an appendix by Herbert Titus.
Hardback, 752 pages, indices, $35.00

Volume III, The Intent of the Law
After summarizing the case laws, the author illustrates how the law is for our
good, and makes clear the difference between the sacrificial laws and those
that apply today.
Hardback, 252 pages, indices, $25.00
The Institutes of Biblical Law Vol. 1 (La Institución de la Ley Bíblica, Tomo 1)
Spanish version. Great for reaching the Spanish-speaking community.
Hardback, 912 pages, indices, $40.00

Ten Commandments for Today (DVD)
This 12-part DVD collection contains an in-depth
interview with the late Dr. R. J. Rushdoony on the
application of God’s law to our modern world. Each
commandment is covered in detail as Dr. Rushdoony
challenges the humanistic remedies that have obviously
failed. Only through God’s revealed will, as laid down in
the Bible, can the standard for righteous living be found. Rushdoony silences
the critics of Christianity by outlining the rewards of obedience as well as
the consequences of disobedience to God’s Word. Includes 12 segments: an
introduction, one segment on each commandment, and a conclusion.
2 DVDs, $30.00

Law and Liberty
By R. J. Rushdoony. This work examines various areas of life
from a Biblical perspective. Every area of life must be brought
under the dominion of Christ and the government of God’s
Word.
Paperback, 212 pages, $9.00

In Your Justice
By Edward J. Murphy. The implications of God’s law over the
life of man and society.
Booklet, 36 pages, $2.00

Faith and Obedience: An Introduction to Biblical Law
R. J. Rushdoony reveals that to be born again means that
where you were once governed by your own word and
spirit, you are now totally governed by God’s Word and
Spirit. This is because every word of God is a binding
word. Our money, our calling, our family, our sexuality,
our political life, our economics, our sciences, our art,
and all things else must be subject to God’s Word and
requirements. Taken from the introduction in The Institutes of Biblical Law
(foreword by Mark Rushdoony). Great for sharing with others.
Paperback, 31 pages, index, $3.00

*Buy Pack of 50 “Faith and Obedience” for only $45.00 (Retails $150.00)

Education
The Philosophy of the Christian Curriculum
By R. J. Rushdoony. The Christian School represents
a break with humanistic education, but, too often, the
Christian educator carries the state’s humanism with him.
A curriculum is not neutral: it’s either a course in
humanism or training in a God-centered faith and life.
Paperback, 190 pages, index, $16.00

The Harsh Truth about Public Schools
By Bruce Shortt. This book combines a sound Biblical
basis, rigorous research, straightforward, easily read
language, and eminently sound reasoning. It is a
thoroughly documented description of the inescapably
anti-Christian thrust of any governmental school system
and the inevitable results: moral relativism (no fixed
standards), academic dumbing down, far-left programs,
near absence of discipline, and the persistent but pitiable rationalizations
offered by government education professionals.
Paperback, 464 pages, $22.00

Intellectual Schizophrenia
By R. J. Rushdoony. Dr. Rushdoony predicted that the
humanist system, based on anti-Christian premises of
the Enlightenment, could only get worse. He knew that
education divorced from God and from all transcendental
standards would produce the educational disaster and
moral barbarism we have today.
Paperback, 150 pages, index, $17.00

The Messianic Character of American Education
By R. J. Rushdoony. From Mann to the present, the state
has used education to socialize the child. The school’s basic
purpose, according to its own philosophers, is not education
in the traditional sense of the 3 R’s. Instead, it is to promote
“democracy” and “equality,” not in their legal or civic sense,
but in terms of the engineering of a socialized citizenry. Such
men saw themselves and the school in messianic terms. This
book was instrumental in launching the Christian school and homeschool
movements.
Hardback, 410 pages, index, $20.00
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Mathematics: Is God Silent?
By James Nickel. This book revolutionizes the prevailing
understanding and teaching of math. It will serve as a
solid refutation for the claim, often made in court, that
mathematics is one subject which cannot be taught from a
distinctively Biblical perspective.
Revised and enlarged 2001 edition, Paperback, 408 pages, $24.00

The Foundations of Christian Scholarship
Edited by Gary North. These are essays developing the
implications and meaning of the philosophy of Dr.
Cornelius Van Til for every area of life. The chapters explore
the implications of Biblical faith for a variety of disciplines.
Paperback, 355 pages, indices, $24.00

The Victims of Dick and Jane
By Samuel L. Blumenfeld. America’s most effective critic
of public education shows us how America’s public schools
were remade by educators who used curriculum to create
citizens suitable for their own vision of a utopian socialist
society. This collection of essays will show you how and
why America’s public education declined.
Paperback, 266 pages, index, $22.00

Revolution via Education
By Samuel L. Blumenfeld. Blumenfeld gets to the root of
our crisis: our spiritual state and the need for an explicitly
Christian form of education. Blumenfeld leaves nothing
uncovered. He examines the men, methods, and means to
the socialist project to transform America into an outright
tyranny by scientific controllers.
Paperback, 189 pages, index, $20.00

Lessons Learned From Years of Homeschooling
By Andrea Schwartz. After nearly a quarter century of
homeschooling her children, Andrea experienced both the
accomplishments and challenges that come with being a
homeschooling mom. Discover the potential rewards of
making the world your classroom and God’s Word the
foundation of everything you teach.
Paperback, 107 pages, index, $14.00

The Homeschool Life: Discovering God’s Way
to Family-Based Education
By Andrea Schwartz. This book offers sage advice
concerning key aspects of homeschooling and gives
practical insights for parents as they seek to provide a
Christian education for their children.
Paperback, 143 pages, index, $17.00

Teach Me While My Heart Is Tender: Read Aloud Stories of
Repentance and Forgiveness
Andrea Schwartz compiled three stories drawn from her
family-life experiences to help parents teach children how
the faith applies to every area of life. They confront the
ugly reality of sin, the beauty of godly repentance, and the
necessity of forgiveness. The stories are meant to be read
by parents and children together. The interactions and
discussions that will follow serve to draw families closer together.
Paperback, 61 pages, index, $10.00
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Alpha-Phonics: A Primer for Beginning Readers
By Sam Blumenfeld. Provides parents, teachers and tutors
with a sensible, logical, easy-to-use system for teaching
reading. The Workbook teaches our alphabetic system
- with its 26 letters and 44 sounds - in the following
sequence: First, the alphabet, then the short vowels and
consonants, the consonant digraphs, followed by the
consonant blends, and finally the long vowels in their variety of spellings and
our other vowels. It can also be used as a supplement to any other reading
program being used in the classroom. Its systematic approach to teaching
basic phonetic skills makes it particularly valuable to programs that lack such
instruction.
Spiralbound, 180 pages, $25.00
The Alpha-Phonics Readers accompany the text of Sam
Blumenfeld’s Alpha-Phonics, providing opportunities
for students to read at a level that matches their progress
through the text. These eleven readers move from simple
sentences to paragraphs to stories, ending with poetry.
By the time a student completes this simple program, the
phonetic reflex is well-established. This program has also
been successfully used with functionally illiterate adults.
This set consists of eleven 12-page readers, totaling 132 pages, $22.00
How to Tutor by Samuel Blumenfeld demystifies primary
education! You’ll learn that you can teach subjects you
already know without requiring specialized academic
training or degrees. Here’s what you’ll discover:
READING: In 117 lessons, teach any student to read
virtually any word in a comprehensive phonics program
HANDWRITING: In 73 lessons, train any student to
develop the lost art of cursive handwriting
ARITHMETIC: In 67 lessons, enable any student to master the essential
calculation skills, from simple addition to long division
Paperback, 271 pages, indices, $24.00

American History & the Constitution
This Independent Republic
By R. J. Rushdoony. Important insight into American
history by one who could trace American development
in terms of the Christian ideas which gave it direction.
These essays will greatly alter your understanding of, and
appreciation for, American history.
Paperback, 163 pages, index, $17.00

The Nature of the American System
By R. J. Rushdoony. Originally published in 1965, these
essays were a continuation of the author’s previous work,
This Independent Republic, and examine the interpretations
and concepts which have attempted to remake and rewrite
America’s past and present.
Paperback, 180 pages, index, $18.00

The Influence of Historic Christianity on Early America
By Archie P. Jones. Early America was founded upon the
deep, extensive influence of Christianity inherited from
the medieval period and the Protestant Reformation. That
priceless heritage was not limited to the narrow confines
of the personal life of the individual, nor to ecclesiastical
structure. Christianity positively and predominately (though
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not perfectly) shaped culture, education, science, literature, legal thought,
legal education, political thought, law, politics, charity, and missions.
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Disc 23
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Disc 25
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Disc 29
Disc 30
Disc 31
Disc 32

By R. J. Rushdoony. The author demolishes the modern
myth that the United States was founded by deists or
humanists bent on creating a secular republic.

The Monroe & Polk Doctrines
Voluntarism & Social Reform
Voluntarism & Politics
Chief Justice John Marshall: Problems of Political Voluntarism
Andrew Jackson: His Monetary Policy
The Mexican War of 1846 / Calhoun’s Disquisition
De Toqueville on Democratic Culture
De Toqueville on Individualism
Manifest Destiny
The Coming of the Civil War
De Toqueville on the Family/
Aristocratic vs. Individualistic Cultures
Disc 33 De Toqueville on Democracy & Power
Disc 34 The Interpretation of History, I
Disc 35 The Interpretation of History, II
Disc 36 The American Indian (Bonus Disc)
Disc 37 Documents: Teacher/Student Guides, Transcripts

Pamplet, 7 pages, $1.00

37 discs in album, Set of “American History to 1865”, $140.00

Booklet, 88 pages, $6.00

Biblical Faith and American History
By R. J. Rushdoony. America was a break with the
neoplatonic view of religion that dominated the medieval
church. The Puritans and other groups saw Scripture as
guidance for every area of life because they viewed its author
as the infallible Sovereign over every area.
Pamplet, 12 pages, $1.00

The United States: A Christian Republic

The Future of the Conservative Movement
Edited by Andrew Sandlin. The Future of the Conservative
Movement explores the history, accomplishments
and decline of the conservative movement, and
lays the foundation for a viable substitute to today’s
compromising, floundering conservatism.
Booklet, 67 pages, $6.00

The Late Great GOP and the Coming Realignment
By Colonel V. Doner. For more than three decades, most
Christian conservatives in the United States have hitched
their political wagon to the plodding elephant of the
Republican Party. This work is a call to arms for those
weary of political vacillation and committed more firmly
than ever to the necessity of a truly Christian social order.
Booklet, 75 pages, $6.00

American History to 1865 - NOW ON CD!
By R. J. Rushdoony. The most theologically complete
assessment of early American history available—ideal
for students. Rushdoony describes not just the facts
of history, but the leading motives and movements in
terms of the thinking of the day. Set includes 36 audio
CDs, teacher’s guide, student’s guide, plus a bonus CD
featuring PDF copies of each guide for further use.
Disc 1
Disc 2
Disc 3
Disc 4
Disc 5
Disc 6
Disc 7
Disc 8
Disc 9
Disc 10
Disc 11
Disc 12
Disc 13
Disc 14
Disc 15
Disc 16
Disc 17
Disc 18
Disc 19
Disc 20
Disc 21

Motives of Discovery & Exploration I
Motives of Discovery & Exploration II
Mercantilism
Feudalism, Monarchy & Colonies/ The Fairfax Resolves 1-8
The Fairfax Resolves 9-24
The Declaration of Independence & Articles of Confederation
George Washington: A Biographical Sketch
The U. S. Constitution, I
The U. S. Constitution, II
De Toqueville on Inheritance & Society
Voluntary Associations & the Tithe
Eschatology & History
Postmillennialism & the War of Independence
The Tyranny of the Majority
De Toqueville on Race Relations in America
The Federalist Administrations
The Voluntary Church, I
The Voluntary Church, II
The Jefferson Administration, the Tripolitan War & the War of 1812
The Voluntary Church on the Frontier, I
Religious Voluntarism & the Voluntary Church on the Frontier, II

The American Indian:
A Standing Indictment of Christianity & Statism in America
By R. J. Rushdoony. America’s first experiment with
socialism practically destroyed the American Indian.
In 1944 young R. J. Rushdoony arrived at the Duck
Valley Indian Reservation in Nevada as a missionary to
the Shoshone and the Paiute Indians. For eight years he
lived with them, worked with them, ministered to them
and listened to their stories. He came to know them intimately, both as
individuals and as a people. This is his story, and theirs.
Paperback, 139 pages, $18.00

Our Threatened Freedom:
A Christian View of the Menace of American Statism
R. J. Rushdoony reports on a mind-boggling collection of
absurdities by our legislators, bureaucrats, and judges—
from making it against the law for a company to go
out of business, to assigning five full-time undercover
agents to bust a little boy who was selling fishing worms
without a license. Written some thirty years ago as radio
commentaries, Rushdoony’s essays seem even more timely
today as we are witnessing a staggering display of state intrusion into every
area of life.
Paperback, 349 pages, indices, $18.00

World History
A Christian Survey of World History
Includes 12 audio CDs, full text supporting the
lectures, review questions, discussion questions,
and an answer key.
The purpose of a study of history is to shape the
future. Too much of history teaching centers upon
events, persons, or ideas as facts but does not recognize God’s providential
hand in judging humanistic man in order to build His Kingdom. History is
God-ordained and presents the great battle between the Kingdom of God
and the Kingdom of Man. History is full of purpose—each Kingdom has its
own goal for the end of history, and those goals are in constant conflict. A
Christian Survey of World History can be used as a stand-alone curriculum,
or as a supplement to a study of world history.
Disc 1
Disc 2
Disc 3
Disc 4

Time and History: Why History is Important
Israel, Egypt, and the Ancient Near East
Assyria, Babylon, Persia, Greece and Jesus Christ
The Roman Republic
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Disc 5
Disc 6
Disc 7
Disc 8
Disc 9
Disc 10
Disc 11
Disc 12

The Early Church & Byzantium
Islam & The Frontier Age
New Humanism or Medieval Period
The Reformation
Wars of Religion – So Called & The Thirty Years War
France: Louis XIV through Napoleon
England: The Puritans through Queen Victoria
20th Century: The Intellectual – Scientific Elite

12 CDs, full text, review and discussion questions, $90.00

The Biblical Philosophy of History
By R. J. Rushdoony. For the orthodox Christian who
grounds his philosophy of history on the doctrine of
creation, the mainspring of history is God. Time rests
on the foundation of eternity, on the eternal decree of
God. Time and history therefore have meaning because
they were created in terms of God’s perfect and totally
comprehensive plan. The humanist faces a meaningless
world in which he must strive to create and establish meaning.

Philosophy
The Death of Meaning
By R. J. Rushdoony. Modern philosophy has sought
to explain man and his thought process without
acknowledging God, His revelation, or man’s sin.
Philosophers who rebel against God are compelled to
abandon meaning itself, for they possess neither the
tools nor the place to anchor it. The works of darkness
championed by philosophers past and present need to be
exposed and reproved. In this volume, Dr. Rushdoony clearly enunciates
each major philosopher’s position and its implications, identifies the
intellectual and moral consequences of each school of thought, and traces
the dead-end to which each naturally leads.
Paperback, 180 pages, index, $18.00

The Word of Flux:
Modern Man and the Problem of Knowledge

By Otto Scott. In this study, Otto Scott writes about one
of the “holy” fools of humanism who worked against the
faith from within. This is a major historical work and
marvelous reading.

By R. J. Rushdoony. Modern man has a problem with
knowledge. He cannot accept God’s Word about the world
or anything else, so anything which points to God must
be called into question. This book will lead the reader to
understand that this problem of knowledge underlies the
isolation and self-torment of modern man. Can you know
anything if you reject God and His revelation? This book takes the reader
into the heart of modern man’s intellectual dilemma.

Hardback, 472 pages, $20.00

Paperback, 127 pages, indices, $19.00

Paperback, 138 pages, $22.00

James I: The Fool as King

Church History
The “Atheism” of the Early Church
By R. J. Rushdoony. Early Christians were called
“heretics” and “atheists” when they denied the gods of
Rome, and the divinity of the emperor. These Christians
knew that Jesus Christ, not the state, was their Lord and
that this faith required a different kind of relationship to
the state than the state demanded.
Paperback, 64 pages, $12.00

The Foundations of Social Order: Studies in the Creeds
and Councils of the Early Church
By R. J. Rushdoony. Every social order rests on a creed,
on a concept of life and law, and represents a religion in
action. The basic faith of a society means growth in terms
of that faith. The life of a society is its creed; a dying
creed faces desertion or subversion readily. Because of its
indifference to its creedal basis in Biblical Christianity,
western civilization is today facing death and is in a life and death struggle
with humanism.
Paperback, 197 pages, index, $16.00

The Relevance of the Reformed Faith (CD Set)
The 2007 Chalcedon Foundation Fall Conference
Disc 1: An Intro to Biblical Law - Mark Rushdoony
Disc 2: The Great Commission - Dr. Joe Morecraft
Disc 3 Cromwell Done Right! - Dr. Joe Morecraft
Disc 4: The Power of Applied Calvinism - Martin Selbrede
Disc 5: The Powerlessness of Pietism - Martin Selbrede
Disc 6: Thy Commandment is Exceedingly Broad - Martin Selbrede
Disc 7: Dualistic Spirituality vs. Obedience - Mark Rushdoony

To Be As God: A Study of Modern Thought
Since the Marquis De Sade
By R. J. Rushdoony. This monumental work is a series
of essays on the influential thinkers and ideas in modern
times such as Marquis De Sade, Shelley, Byron, Marx,
Whitman, and Nietzsche. Reading this book will help you
understand the need to avoid the syncretistic blending of
humanistic philosophy with the Christian faith.
Paperback, 230 pages, indices, $21.00

By What Standard?
By R. J. Rushdoony. An introduction into the problems
of Christian philosophy. It focuses on the philosophical
system of Dr. Cornelius Van Til, which in turn is founded
upon the presuppositions of an infallible revelation in
the Bible and the necessity of Christian theology for all
philosophy. This is Rushdoony’s foundational work on
philosophy.
Hardback, 212 pages, index, $14.00

Van Til & The Limits of Reason
By R. J. Rushdoony. The Christian must see faith in God’s
revelation as opening up understanding, as thinking God’s
thoughts after Him, and rationalism as a restriction of
thought to the narrow confines of human understanding.
Reason is a gift of God, but we must not make more of
it than it is. The first three essays of this volume were
published in a small booklet in 1960 as a tribute to the
thought of Dr. Cornelius Van Til, titled Van Til. The last four essays were
written some time later and are published here for the first time.
Paperback, 84 pages, index, $10.00

7 CDs, $56.00
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The One and the Many:
Studies in the Philosophy of Order and Ultimacy
By R. J. Rushdoony. This work discusses the problem
of understanding unity vs. particularity, oneness vs.
individuality. “Whether recognized or not, every argument
and every theological, philosophical, political, or any other
exposition is based on a presupposition about man, God,
and society—about reality. This presupposition rules and
determines the conclusion; the effect is the result of a cause. And one such
basic presupposition is with reference to the one and the many.” The author
finds the answer in the Biblical doctrine of the Trinity.
Paperback, 375 pages, index, $26.00

The Flight from Humanity:
A Study of the Effect of Neoplatonism on Christianity
By R. J. Rushdoony. Neoplatonism presents man’s
dilemma as a metaphysical one, whereas Scripture presents
it as a moral problem. Basing Christianity on this false
Neoplatonic idea will always shift the faith from the
Biblical perspective. The ascetic quest sought to take
refuge from sins of the flesh but failed to address the
reality of sins of the heart and mind. In the name of humility, the ascetics
manifested arrogance and pride. This pagan idea of spirituality entered the
church and is the basis of some chronic problems in Western civilization.
Paperback, 84 pages, $13.00

Psychology
Politics of Guilt and Pity
By R. J. Rushdoony. From the foreword by Steve Schlissel:
“Rushdoony sounds the clarion call of liberty for all who
remain oppressed by Christian leaders who wrongfully
lord it over the souls of God’s righteous ones.… I pray that
the entire book will not only instruct you in the method and content of a
Biblical worldview, but actually bring you further into the glorious freedom
of the children of God. Those who walk in wisdom’s ways become immune
to the politics of guilt and pity.”
Hardback, 371 pages, index, $20.00

Revolt Against Maturity
By. R. J. Rushdoony. The Biblical doctrine of psychology is
a branch of theology dealing with man as a fallen creature
marked by a revolt against maturity. Man was created
a mature being with a responsibility to dominion and
cannot be understood from the Freudian child, nor the
Darwinian standpoint of a long biological history. Man’s
history is a short one filled with responsibility to God. Man’s
psychological problems are therefore a resistance to responsibility, i.e. a revolt
against maturity.
Hardback, 334 pages, index, $18.00

Freud
By R. J. Rushdoony. For years this compact examination
of Freud has been out of print. And although both Freud
and Rushdoony have passed on, their ideas are still very
much in collision. Freud declared war upon guilt and
sought to eradicate the primary source of Western guilt
— Christianity. Rushdoony shows conclusively the error
of Freud’s thought and the disastrous consequences of his
influence in society.
Paperback, 74 pages, $13.00

The Cure of Souls:
Recovering the Biblical Doctrine of Confession
By R. J. Rushdoony. In The Cure of Souls: Recovering
the Biblical Doctrine of Confession, R. J. Rushdoony cuts
through the misuse of Romanism and modern psychology
to restore the doctrine of confession to a Biblical
foundation—one that is covenantal and Calvinistic.
Without a true restoration of Biblical confession, the
Christian’s walk is impeded by the remains of sin. This volume is an effort in
reversing this trend.
Hardback, 320 pages with index, $26.00

Science
The Mythology of Science
By R. J. Rushdoony. This book is about the religious
nature of evolutionary thought and how these religious
presuppositions underlie our modern intellectual paradigm.
The “mythology” of modern science is its religious
devotion to the myth of evolution.
Paperback, 134 pages, $17.00

Alive: An Enquiry into the Origin and Meaning of Life
By Dr. Magnus Verbrugge, M.D. This study is of major
importance as a critique of scientific theory, evolution,
and contemporary nihilism in scientific thought. Dr.
Verbrugge, son-in-law of the late Dr. H. Dooyeweerd and
head of the Dooyeweerd Foundation, applies the insights
of Dooyeweerd’s thinking to the realm of science. Animism
and humanism in scientific theory are brilliantly discussed.
Paperback, 159 pages, $14.00

Creation According to the Scriptures
Edited by P. Andrew Sandlin. Subtitled: A Presuppositional
Defense of Literal Six-Day Creation, this symposium by
thirteen authors is a direct frontal assault on all waffling
views of Biblical creation. It explodes the “Framework
Hypothesis,” so dear to the hearts of many respectabilityhungry Calvinists, and it throws down the gauntlet to all
who believe they can maintain a consistent view of Biblical
infallibility while abandoning literal, six-day creation.
Paperback, 159 pages, $18.00

Economics
Making Sense of Your Dollars: A Biblical Approach to Wealth
By Ian Hodge. The author puts the creation and use
of wealth in their Biblical context. Debt has put the
economies of nations and individuals in dangerous straits.
This book discusses why a business is the best investment,
as well as the issues of debt avoidance and insurance.
Paperback, 192 pages, index, $12.00

Larceny in the Heart: The Economics of Satan and the
Inflationary State
By R.J. Rushdoony. First published under the title Roots of
Inflation, the reader sees why envy often causes the most
successful and advanced members of society to be deemed
criminals. The author uncovers the larceny in the heart of
man and its results.
Paperback, 144 pages, indices, $18.00
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Biblical Studies
Genesis, Volume I of Commentaries on the Pentateuch
By R. J. Rushdoony. In recent years, it has become
commonplace for both humanists and churchmen to
sneer at anyone who takes Genesis 1-11 as historical.
Yet to believe in the myth of evolution is to accept
trillions of miracles to account for our cosmos. Spontaneous generation,
the development of something out of nothing, and the blind belief in the
miraculous powers of chance, require tremendous faith. Theology without
literal six-day creationism becomes alien to the God of Scripture because it
turns from the God Who acts and Whose Word is the creative word and the
word of power, to a belief in process as god.
Hardback, 297 pages, indices, $45.00

Exodus, Volume II of Commentaries on the Pentateuch
By R. J. Rushdoony. Essentially, all of mankind is on
some sort of an exodus. However, the path of fallen man
is vastly different from that of the righteous. Apart from
Jesus Christ and His atoning work, the exodus of a fallen
humanity means only a further descent from sin into
death. But in Christ, the exodus is now a glorious ascent
into the justice and dominion of the everlasting Kingdom
of God. Therefore, if we are to better understand the gracious provisions
made for us in the “promised land” of the New Covenant, a thorough
examination into the historic path of Israel as described in the book of
Exodus is essential. It is to this end that this volume was written.
Hardback, 554 pages, indices, $45.00
Sermons on Exodus - 128 lectures by R.J. Rushdoony on mp3 (2 CDs), $60.00
Save by getting the book and 2 CDs together for only $105.00

Leviticus, Volume III of Commentaries on the Pentateuch
By R. J. Rushdoony. Much like the book of Proverbs, any
emphasis upon the practical applications of God’s law is
readily shunned in pursuit of more “spiritual” studies.
Books like Leviticus are considered dull, overbearing, and
irrelevant. But man was created in God’s image and is
duty-bound to develop the implications of that image by
obedience to God’s law. The book of Leviticus contains
over ninety references to the word holy. The purpose, therefore, of this third
book of the Pentateuch is to demonstrate the legal foundation of holiness in
the totality of our lives.
Hardback, 449 pages, indices, $45.00
Sermons on Leviticus - 79 lectures by R.J. Rushdoony on mp3 (1 CD), $40.00
Save by getting the book and CD together for only $85.00

Numbers, Volume IV of Commentaries on the Pentateuch
By R. J. Rushdoony. The Lord desires a people who will
embrace their responsibilities. The history of Israel in
the wilderness is a sad narrative of a people with hearts
hardened by complaint and rebellion to God’s ordained
authorities. They were slaves, not an army. They would
recognize the tyranny of Pharaoh but disregard the servantleadership of Moses. God would judge the generation He
led out of captivity, while training a new generation to conquer Canaan. The
book of Numbers reveals God’s dealings with both generations.
Hardback, index, 428 pages $45.00
Sermons on Numbers - 66 lectures by R.J. Rushdoony on mp3 (1 CD), $40.00
Save by getting the book and CD together for only $85.00
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Deuteronomy, Volume V
of Commentaries on the Pentateuch
If you desire to understand the core of Rushdoony’s
thinking, this commentary on Deuteronomy is one volume
you must read. The covenantal structure of this last
book of Moses, its detailed listing of both blessings and
curses, and its strong presentation of godly theocracy
provided Rushdoony with a solid foundation from which
to summarize the central tenets of a truly Biblical worldview—one that is
solidly established upon Biblical Law, and can shape the future.
Hardback, index, 512 pages $45.00
Sermons on Deuteronomy - 110 lectures by R.J. Rushdoony on mp3 (2 CDs), $60.00
Save by getting the book and CD together for only $105.00

Now you can purchase the complete
set of five hardback volumes of the
Pentateuch for $150.00
($75 savings!)
Pentateuch CD Set (4
Commentary CD Sets)
By R. J. Rushdoony. Rushdoony’s four CD
Commentaries on the Pentateuch (Exodus,
Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy) in one set.

$120... That’s 6 total MP3 CDs containing
383 sermons for $80 in savings!
Chariots of Prophetic Fire: Studies in Elijah and Elisha
By R. J. Rushdoony. As in the days of Elijah and Elisha,
it is once again said to be a virtue to tolerate evil and
condemn those who do not. This book will challenge you
to resist compromise and the temptation of expediency.
It will help you take a stand by faith for God’s truth in a
culture of falsehoods.
Hardback, 163 pages, indices, $30.00

The Gospel of John
By R. J. Rushdoony. Nothing more clearly reveals the
gospel than Christ’s atoning death and His resurrection.
They tell us that Jesus Christ has destroyed the power
of sin and death. John therefore deliberately limits the
number of miracles he reports in order to point to and
concentrate on our Lord’s death and resurrection. The
Jesus of history is He who made atonement for us, died,
and was resurrected. His life cannot be understood apart from this, nor can
we know His history in any other light.
Hardback, 320 pages, indices, $26.00

Romans and Galatians
By R. J. Rushdoony. From the author’s introduction:
“I do not disagree with the liberating power of the
Reformation interpretation, but I believe that it provides
simply the beginning of our understanding of Romans,
not its conclusion.... The great problem in the church’s
interpretation of Scripture has been its ecclesiastical
orientation, as though God speaks only to the church, and
commands only the church.”
Hardback, 446 pages, indices, $24.00
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Hebrews, James and Jude

A Comprehensive Faith

By R. J. Rushdoony. The Book of Hebrews is a
summons to serve Christ the Redeemer-King fully and
faithfully, without compromise. When James, in his
epistle, says that faith without works is dead, he tells
us that faith is not a mere matter of words, but it is of
necessity a matter of life. “Pure religion and undefiled”
requires Christian charity and action. Anything short
of this is a self-delusion. Jude similarly recalls us to Jesus Christ’s apostolic
commission, “Remember ye the words which have been spoken before by
the apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ” (v. 17). Jude’s letter reminds us of
the necessity for a new creation beginning with us, and of the inescapable
triumph of the Kingdom of God.

Edited by Andrew Sandlin. The Festschrift presented to
R. J. Rushdoony on his 80th birthday featuring essays
from Theodore Letis, Brian Abshire, Steve Schlissel, Joe
Morecraft III, Jean-Marc Berthoud, Byron Snapp, Samuel
Blumenfeld, Christine and Thomas Schirrmacher, Herbert
W. Titus, Ellsworth McIntyre, Howard Phillips, Ian
Hodge, and many more. Also included is a foreword by
John Frame and a brief biographical sketch by Mark Rushdoony.

Hardback, 260 pages, $30.00

By R. J. Rushdoony. Rushdoony demonstrates that in
order for modern man to justify his perversion he must
reject the Biblical doctrine of the fall of man. If there is no
fall, the Marquis de Sade argued, then all that man does
is normative. What is the problem? It’s the philosophy
behind pornography — the rejection of the fall of man
that makes normative all that man does. Learn it all in this timeless classic.

Sermon on the Mount
By R. J. Rushdoony. So much has been written about the
Sermon on the Mount, but so little of the commentaries
venture outside of the matters of the heart. The Beatitudes
are reduced to the assumed meaning of their more popular
portions, and much of that meaning limits our concerns
to downplaying wealth, praying in secret, suppressing
our worries, or simply reciting the Lord’s Prayer. The
Beatitudes are the Kingdom commission to the new Israel of God, and
R. J. Rushdoony elucidates this powerful thesis in a readable and engaging
commentary on the world’s greatest sermon.
Hardback, 150 pages, $20.00
Sermon on the Mount CD Set (12 CDs), $96.00
Sermon on the Mount Book & CD Set (12 CDs), $99.00

Sermons in Obadiah & Jonah
By R. J. Rushdoony. In his study of Obadiah, Rushdoony
condemns the “spiritual Edomites” of our day who believe
evildoers have the power to frustrate the progress of the
Kingdom of God. In Jonah, he demonstrates that we play
the part of Jonah when we second-guess God, complain
about the work He gives us, or are peevish when outcomes
are not to our liking.
Paperback, 84 pages, indices, $9.00

Taking Dominion
Christianity and the State
By R. J. Rushdoony. This book develops the Biblical view
of the state against the modern state’s humanism and
its attempts to govern all spheres of life. It reads like a
collection of essays on the Christian view of the state and
the return of true Christian government.
Hardback, 192 pages, indices, $18.00

Tithing and Dominion
By Edward A. Powell and R. J. Rushdoony. God’s
Kingdom covers all things in its scope, and its immediate
ministry includes, according to Scripture, the ministry
of grace (the church), instruction (the Christian and
homeschool), help to the needy (the diaconate), and many
other things. God’s appointed means for financing His
Kingdom activities is centrally the tithe. This work affirms
that the Biblical requirement of tithing is a continuing aspect of God’s lawword and cannot be neglected.

Hardback, 244 pages, $23.00

Noble Savages: Exposing the Worldview of Pornographers
and Their War Against Christian Civilization

Paperback, 161 pages, $18.00

In His Service: The Christian Calling to Charity
By R. J. Rushdoony. The Christian faith once meant that
a believer responded to a dark world by actively working
to bring God’s grace and mercy to others, both by word
and by deed. However, a modern, self-centered church has
isolated the faith to a pietism that relinquishes charitable
responsibility to the state. In this book, Rushdoony
elucidates the Christian’s calling to charity and its
implications for Godly dominion.
Hardback, 232 pages, $23.00

A House for God: Building a Kingdom-Driven Family
Christian parents are called to establish Kingdom-driven
families. To aid in this calling, Christian author and
education expert, Andrea Schwartz has carefully put
together this collection of essays entitled A House for God:
Building a Kingdom-Driven Family.
Paperback, 120 pages, $14.00

Salvation and Godly Rule
By R. J. Rushdoony. Salvation in Scripture includes in its
meaning “health” and “victory.” By limiting the meaning
of salvation, men have limited the power of God and the
meaning of the Gospel. In this study R. J. Rushdoony
demonstrates the expanse of the doctrine of salvation as it
relates to the rule of the God and His people.
Paperback, 661 pages, indices, $35.00

A Conquering Faith: Doctrinal Foundations for Christian
Reformation
By William Einwechter. This monograph takes on
the doctrinal defection of today’s church by providing
Christians with an introductory treatment of six vital areas
of Christian doctrine: God’s sovereignty, Christ’s Lordship,
God’s law, the authority of Scripture, the dominion
mandate, and the victory of Christ in history.
Paperback, 44 pages, $8.00

Hardback, 146 pages, index, $12.00
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Predestination in Light of the Cross
By John B. King, Jr. The author defends the
predestination of Martin Luther while providing a
compellingly systematic theological understanding of
predestination. This book will give the reader a fuller
understanding of the sovereignty of God.

A Word in Season: Daily Messages on the Faith for All of Life (7 Volumes)
By R. J. Rushdoony. In these pages, you won’t find the overly introspective
musings of a Christian pietist; what you’ll discover are the hard-hitting
convictions of a man whose sole commitment was faithfulness to God’s lawword and representing that binding Word to his readers.

Get all 7 volumes as a set for only $84.00
Vol. 1, Paperback, 152 pages, $12.00 • Vol. 2, Paperback, 144 pages, $12.00
Vol. 3, Paperback, 134 pages, $12.00 • Vol. 4, Paperback, 146 pages, $12.00
Vol. 5, Paperback, 176 pages, $12.00 • Vol. 6, Paperback, 149 pages, $12.00
Vol. 7, Paperback, 138 pages, $12.00

An Informed Faith: The Position Papers of R. J. Rushdoony

This beautiful three-volume collection of hardback
books topically organizes ALL of Rushdoony’s position
papers (not only the 115 originally published in Roots
of Reconstruction, but also 118 later essays, including
six recently discovered unpublished papers), AND it
features the most extensive indexing we’ve ever done
featuring a general index, history index, Scripture
index, and works cited index.
Hardback, three volumes, 1125 pages, indices, $75.00

Sovereignty
By R. J. Rushdoony. The doctrine of sovereignty is a crucial
one. By focusing on the implications of God’s sovereignty
over all things, in conjunction with the law-word of God,
the Christian will be better equipped to engage each and
every area of life.
Hardback, 519 pages, $40.00

The Church Is Israel Now
By Charles D. Provan. For the last century, Christians have
been told that God has an unconditional love for persons
racially descended from Abraham. Membership in Israel is
said to be a matter of race, not faith. This book repudiates
such a racialist viewpoint.
Paperback, 74 pages, $12.00

The Guise of Every Graceless Heart
By Terrill Irwin Elniff. An extremely important and fresh
study of Puritan thought in early America. On Biblical
and theological grounds, Puritan preachers and writers
challenged the autonomy of man, though not always
consistently.

Theology

Hardback, 120 pages, $7.00

Systematic Theology (in two volumes)

By Otto Scott, Mark R. Rushdoony, R. J. Rushdoony, John
Lofton, and Martin Selbrede. A major work on the impact
of Reformed thinking on our civilization. Some of the
studies, historical and theological, break new ground and
provide perspectives previously unknown or neglected.

By R. J. Rushdoony. Theology belongs in the
pulpit, the school, the workplace, the family and
everywhere. Without a systematic application of
theology, too often people approach the Bible
with a smorgasbord mentality, picking and
choosing that which pleases them.
Hardback, 1301 pages, indices, $70.00

The Necessity for Systematic Theology
By R. J. Rushdoony. Scripture gives us as its underlying
unity a unified doctrine of God and His order. Theology
must be systematic to be true to the God of Scripture.
Booklet now part of the author’s Systematic Theology.
Booklet, 74 pages, $2.00

Infallibility and Interpretation
By R. J. Rushdoony & P. Andrew Sandlin. The authors
argue for infallibility from a distinctly presuppositional
perspective. The question of Biblical infallibility rests
ultimately in one’s belief about the character of God.
Paperback, 100 pages, $6.00

Infallibility: An Inescapable Concept
By R. J. Rushdoony. Infallibility is an inescapable
concept. If men refuse to ascribe infallibility to
Scripture, it is because the concept has been transferred
to something else. Booklet now part of the author’s
Systematic Theology.
Booklet, 69 pages, $2.00
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Paperback, 314 pages, $24.00

The Great Christian Revolution

Hardback, 327 pages, $22.00

Keeping Our Sacred Trust
Edited by Andrew Sandlin. This book is a trumpet blast
heralding a full-orbed, Biblical, orthodox Christianity. The
hope of the modern world is not a passive compromise with
passing heterodox fads, but aggressive devotion to the timehonored Faith “once delivered to the saints.”
Paperback, 167 pages, $19.00

The Incredible Scofield and His Book
By Joseph M. Canfield. This powerful and fully
documented study exposes the questionable background
and faulty theology of the man responsible for the popular
Scofield Reference Bible, which did much to promote the
dispensational system.
Paperback, 394 pages, $24.00

Pierre Viret: The Angel of the Reformation
This publication marks the five-hundredth anniversary
of the birth of Pierre Viret with the first full biography
in English of this remarkable and oft-overlooked early
Reformer. R. A. Sheats pens the fascinating history
and life of this important early light of the Protestant
Reformation who, after nearly five centuries of relative
obscurity, is now enjoying a renewed interest in his history
and scholarship. The republication comes at its proper
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time, inspiring future generations to continue the work of advancing Christ’s
Kingdom throughout the world.
Hardback, 323 pages, $30.00

Culture
Toward a Christian Marriage
Edited by Elizabeth Fellerson. The law of God makes
clear how important and how central marriage is. Our
Lord stresses the fact that marriage is our normal calling.
This book consists of essays on the importance of a proper
Christian perspective on marriage.
Hardback, 43 pages, $8.00

Back Again Mr. Begbie:
The Life Story of Rev. Lt. Col. R.J.G. Begbie OBE
This biography is more than a story of the three careers
of one remarkable man. It is a chronicle of a son of
old Christendom as a leader of Christian revival in the
twentieth century. Personal history shows the greater
story of what the Holy Spirit can and does do in the
evangelization of the world.
Paperback, 357 pages, $24.00

Woman of the House: A Mother’s Role
in Building a Christian Culture
In true Titus 2 fashion, Andrea Schwartz challenges
women to reexamine several fundamental aspects of
motherhood in light of Scripture. Beginning with a
consideration of God’s character and concluding with an
invigorating charge to faithfulness, Andrea connects the
dots between God’s reality and a mother’s duty.

The Luxury of Words: Poems by R. J. Rushdoony
By R. J. Rushdoony. This collection of poems reveal much
more about the man who dedicated his life to the premise
that God speaks to all areas of life and thought. These 112
poems span over six decades, dating as far back at the mid1930s and culminating in the years before his death. This
poetry reveals Rush’s concerns and fears, his outlook on
life, and the joy he experienced in serving Christ.
Paperback, 136 pages, $10.00

Faith & Wellness: Resisting the State Control of Healthcare
by Restoring the Priestly Calling of Doctors
Statist regulations. Quackery. Addiction. These are the
modern symptoms of a disease that has infected Western
medicine for thousands of years: the disease of humanism.
In a series of thirteen “Medical Reports,” R. J. Rushdoony
traced the Christian and pagan roots of Western medicine
in history, and demonstrated how humanist thought has
produced vicious fruit in both modern medical practices and in the expectations of patients.
Paperback, 100 pages, $13.00

Good Morning Friends:
A Collection of Weekly Radio Messages by R. J. Rushdoony
From 1953 to 1956, Rushdoony gave weekly radio talks at
Santa Cruz, California station KSCO that reveal a perfect
blend of strong theology with poignant pastoral counsel.
These insightful, concise messages are so well done they
can be used for individual and group discipleship at any
level.
Paperback, 177 pages, $12.00

Eschatology

Paperback, 103 pages, $14.00

Family Matters: Read Aloud Stories
of Responsibility and Self-Discipline
Unless children are taught self-discipline early, they move
into their adult years without a sense of personal, familial,
or societal responsibility. The stories are meant to be
read by parents and children together and serve as useful
conversation starters to educate boys and girls so they can
be effective citizens in the Kingdom of God.
Paperback, 48 pages, $10.00

The Biblical Trustee Family:
Understanding God’s Purpose for Your Household
By Andrea Schwartz. God’s basic institution is the family,
and the Biblical family lives and operates in terms of a
calling greater than itself - the Kingdom of God. In an age
when the family is disparaged, warred against, and treated
as a mere convention, it becomes the duty of Christians to
bring God’s plan for the family to listening ears.
Paperback, 109 pages, $16.00

Empowered: Developing Strong Women for Kingdom Service
By Andrea Schwartz. Strong women are integral to
building a godly culture. In these essays, Andrea Schwartz
explores how Christ’s absolute authority, the protection of
the trustee family, the justice of God’s law in abuse cases,
and the careful study of Scripture liberates and empowers
the Christian woman to take her vital place in the cause of
Christ’s Great Commission.
Paperback, 154 pages, $17.00

Thy Kingdom Come: Studies in Daniel and Revelation
By R. J. Rushdoony. Revelation’s details are often
perplexing, even baffling, and yet its main meaning is
clear—it is a book about victory. It tells us that our faith
can only result in victory. This victory is celebrated in
Daniel and elsewhere, in the entire Bible. These eschatological texts make
clear that the essential good news of the entire Bible is victory, total victory.
Paperback, 271 pages, $19.00

Thine is the Kingdom: A Study of the Postmillennial Hope
False eschatological speculation is destroying the church
today, by leading her to neglect her Christian calling. In
this volume, edited by Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr., the reader
is presented with a blend of Biblical exegesis, theological
reflection, and practical application for faithful Christian
living. Chapters include contemporary writers Keith A.
Mathison, William O. Einwechter, Jeffrey Ventrella, and
Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr., as well as chapters by giants of the
faith Benjamin B. Warfield and J.A. Alexander.
Paperback, 260 pages, $22.00

God’s Plan for Victory
By R. J. Rushdoony. The founder of the Christian
Reconstruction movement set forth in potent, cogent
terms the older Puritan vision of the irrepressible
advancement of Christ’s kingdom by His faithful saints
employing the entire law-Word of God as the program for
earthly victory.
Booklet, 41 pages, $6.00
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Fiction (Storehouse Press)

The Temple (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 8)
King Ryons has led his tiny army into the heart of the Thunder King’s
dominion. Ahead lies the impregnable fortress of the enemy, defended by
the destructive powers of the ancient world. His enemies work to abolish his
kingdom and restore the defeated Oligarchy.
Paperback, 284 pages, $18.00

The Throne (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 9)

SAVE by
purchasing
the entire
nine volume
set for only
$
154.00

By Lee Duigon. Nothing in the city of Obann is what it seems to be: evil
masquerades as good, while good must hide behind a semblance of evil. The
king’s chief spy must pose as the usurper’s trusted adviser—but will he be able
to find the help he needs to mount a successful resistance?.
Paperback, 270 pages, $18.00

Hidden In Plain Sight (Bubble Head Series, Vol. 1)
By M. G. Selbrede. Young physicist Jenna Wilkes has
done the impossible—and the whole scientific world
is shaking on its pillars. Could it be that conventional
science has misunderstood the very fabric of the
universe? Could there be infinitely more to it than
anyone has ever guessed? Could science’s whole concept
of reality be ... unreal?
Paperback, 334 pages, $15.00

Bell Mountain (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 1)
By Lee Duigon. The world is going to end … as soon as Jack and Ellayne
ring the bell on top of Bell Mountain. No one has ever climbed the
mountain, and no one has ever seen the bell. But the children have a divine
calling to carry out the mission, and it sweeps them into high adventure.
Paperback, 288 pages, $14.00

The Cellar Beneath the Cellar (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 2)
By Lee Duigon. A world’s future lies buried in its distant past. Barbarian
armies swarm across the mountains. A boy and a girl must find the holy
writings that have been concealed for 2,000 years; and the man who was sent
to kill them must now protect them at all costs.
Paperback, 288 pages, $16.00

The Thunder King (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 3)
By Lee Duigon. The Thunder King’s vast army encamps against the city, but
treason brews inside the city walls. The tiny army of the Lord is on the march
in bold obedience to a divine command; but the boy king, Ryons, marches
all alone across an empty land. The Lost Books of Scripture have been found.
Paperback, 288 pages, $16.00

The Last Banquet (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 4)
By Lee Duigon. In the wake of a barbarian invasion, chaos sweeps across
Obann. The boy king and his faithful chiefs try to restore order before the
Heathen come again - not knowing that this time, the Thunder King himself
will lead his armies.
Paperback, 338 pages, $18.00

The Fugitive Prince (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 5)
By Lee Duigon. The powers wielded by the men of ancient times destroyed
all their cities in a single day. Will those powers now be turned against
Obann? There is a new Thunder King in the East, and new threats against
the West.
Paperback, 370 pages, $18.00

The Journal of Christian Reconstruction
Vol. 2, No. 1, Symposium on Christian Economics $6.50
Vol. 2, No. 2, Symposium on Biblical Law $6.50
Vol. 5, No. 1, Symposium on Politics $6.50
Vol. 5, No. 2, Symposium on Puritanism and Law $6.50
Vol. 7, No. 1, Symposium on Inflation $6.50
Vol. 10, No. 1, Symposium on the Media and the Arts $6.50
Vol. 10, No. 2, Symposium on Christianity and Business $6.50
Vol. 11, No. 1, Symposium on the Reformation in the Arts and Media $6.50
Vol. 11, No. 2, Symposium on the Education of the Core Group $6.50
Vol. 12, No. 1, Symposium on the Constitution and Political Theology $6.50
Vol. 12, No. 2, Symposium on the Biblical Text and Literature $6.50
Vol. 13, No. 1, Symposium on Change in the Social Order $6.50
Vol. 13, No. 2, Symposium on Decline & Fall of the West/Return of Christendom $6.50
Vol. 14, No. 1, Symposium on Reconstruction in the Church and State $6.50
Vol. 14, No. 2, Symposium on the Reformation $6.500
Vol. XV, Symposium on Eschatology $6.50
Vol. XVI, The 25th Anniversary Issue $9.50
Journal of Christian Reconstruction Set $100.00

Special CD Message Series by Rushdoony

The Palace (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 6)

A History of Modern Philosophy

The United States Constitution

By Lee Duigon. In the sixth installment of the Bell Mountain Series, God’s
judgment hangs over the great city of Obann; but in the endless maze of
halls and corridors and offices inside the Palace, power-hungry men enter
into secret dealings with Obann’s archenemy, the Thunder King.
Paperback, 321 pages, $18.00

8 CDs) $64.00

(4 CDs) $32.00

Epistemology: The Christian
Philosophy of Knowledge

Economics, Money & Hope

The Glass Bridge (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 7)
By Lee Duigon. Can faith do what pride and power can’t? In obedience to
God, the boy king, Ryons, with only half his tiny army, crosses the mountains
to invade the Thunder King’s domains.
Paperback, 308 pages, $18.00

32

(10 CDs) $80.00

Apologetics
(3 CDs) $24.00

The Crown Rights of Christ the King
(6 CDs) $48.00

(3 CDs) $24.00

Postmillennialism in America
(2 CDs-2 lectures per disc) $20.00

A Critique of Modern Education
(4 CDs) $32.00

English History
(5 CDs) $40.00

Save 15% on Orders of $50/more • Order Online at ChalcedonStore.com

